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News Subscription Contest Closes Wednesday Aug. 16
ONLY FIVE MORE WORKING
BIG INCREASE IN CURRY
WHAT CURRY COUNTY BOYS
COUNTY WHEAT ACREAGE
DAYS TO GET VOTES
AND GIRLS ARE DOING
Believe it Will Be

to One-hal- f
Than Last Season.
One-thir- d

W. W. Metcalf a farmer and
ptock rather who lives near
Hullene was in the city Tuesday
and reports crops in his locality
An inch of
in fine condition.
rain fell there Monday night.
Mr. Metcalf says that his broom
corn crop i3 finer this year than
ever, and that he will have a
ijood crop of maize. He already

Greater Miss Wicks Leads With Miss Doyle a Close Second. This County Leads In Agricultural Club Work
Standing of Contestants.
side of Counties with Paid Agents.

$600,000 to $800,000 to Curry
County from one crop..
This has been the dry est year
ever knon in Curry County,
but the wheat crop panned out
bjtter than was expected in the
early spring:. Wheat is- the salvation of this country. There is
more money in it than any other
crop that can be raised here and
-

has 110 acres planted in wheat the farmers are just beginning
and expects to put in fifty more to realize it. The crop has never
been a failure. Think of a new
as oon as possible.
Mr. Metculf brings the inter- country like this where 10 to 30
esting .information that the bushels of wheat can be raised
wheat acreage in Curry County in a dry year on land that can be
bought from $10 to $15 per acre.
next year will be from
greater than it was We doubt if it can be duplicated
f
to
tins year. This is stood news to anywhere in the United States,
the people ofClovit and Curty except here in Curry County.
They call the Dakotas a wheat
County. Providing it is an average season this means th.it the country, yet the average yields
wheat crop of the county next are no greater than right here
year will be from 600,000 to
in Eastern New Mexico, and
bushels, At the present lands there tell from $50 to $75
price of wheat, this will mean per acre.
one-thir-

one-hal-

800,-00-

SANTA FE MIXED TRAIN
DITCHED MONDAY NIGHT
Ran Into Washout. Engine and Cars Turned Over.
Engineer Injured and Passengers Shaken Up.
The South bound Santa Fe ac
commodation freight train went
into the ditch at Lakewood, a
station between Roswell and
CurWbad, Monday night at 10:55,
The engine and three freight
cars were turned completely
over.
The fireman sustained painful
injuries and several of the pas
sengers were badly shaken up
aid the remainder as badly
frightened.
ihe wreck was caused by a
wash-ou- t
of the road bed. A
heavy rain storm had prevailed
in tbat section of the country all
day Monday and the tracks in
several places were flooded with
tveral inches of water.
The wrecking crewa of Clovis
and Amarillo were called out and
proceeded to the scene of the
wreck and under the superino f Superintendent
tendence
Sears, put the track in condition
for the resumption of traffic.
Reports from other parts of
the Santa Fe lines and other
roads, are to the effect that
traffic has been delayed by the
heavy rains of the last few days.

Motor Carrier Examination
The U. S. Civil Service
has announced an examination for Curry County to
be held at Clovis, Angust 26
1916 to fill the position of rural
motor carrier at Clovis and
Texico and vacancies that may
occur on motor rural routes from
postoffices in this county.
The salary on motor routes
raages from $1,500 to $1,800 per
The examination is
annum.
only open to male citizens domiciled in the county. Application
blanks and full information can
be secured by applying to the
postmaster at Clovis, N. M.
Com-Missio- n

Amarillo

Boosters
Visit Clovis

Only five more working days is just "a wee bit" behind Miss
until the great subscription con- Wizksnow. Miss Doyle has fortest of the Clovis News will have gotten the words "can't" and
passed into history. Only five "fail" and she is in this cammore days for YOU to win or paign for a successful finish.
lose.
Which will it be? You, "Successful Finish"
to Miss
and You alone can answer that Doyle means that piano, means
question. Do YOU want that FIRST HONORS. It's a "battle
piano? Only royal" with these two excellent
$400
five more days and the issue young ladies until the last second
will be forever closed,
the of the contest.
"Battle for Ballots" will be Miss Carrie Blassingame has
forever over. All the "vain done excellent work, as well as
regrets" will Dot avail then. some others in this campaign.
Work, work, work, every day, Miss Blassingame comes third,
every hour, every minute until and take it from us, she is a
8 o'clock Wednesday evening worker worthwhile, and a few
August 16. That is the thing, long term subscriptions could
and the ONLY thing that will easily turn the tide in her f ivor,
make YOU a winner of first and give her the piano. Fact is,
honors in this hard fought a few long term subscriptions
struggle for suprema:y.
would probably "cinch" the
You will note some changes piano for any young lady in the
in the standing of the contest- campaign.
ants this week. Miss Grace Owing, to the change in day of
Wicks, who has been a close publication, and owing to the
second from the beginning of fact that the campaign manager
the campaign has forced phfad hw n ripr to fill in Oklahoma in
and Bereneh holds first place a few days, tnis campaign will
Take a tip from us, Miss Wicksf clobe one day easier than first
has her eye on that piano, and announced. Don't forget this.
will have to be reckoned with Instead of closing at 7 p. m.
Thursday, August 17, the ca
in this struggle.
will close at 8 p. nt. WedMiss Pearl Doyle has held first
honors until this week, and she nesday AugUBt 16.
Cable-Nelso-

n

STANDING OF CONTESTANTS

170,950
Miss Grace Wicks, Chvis
The Amarilto club for city De175,fi00
velopment came to Clovis in full
Miss Pearl Doyle, Clovis
i
force, Wednesday and spent an
161. 100
Miss Carrie Blassingame Clovis
hour interviewing our business
25,000
Miss Maria Stotts, Clovis
men and viewing the city. The
1.500
Miss Florence O'Hara, Claud
boosters are traveling on a
1.400
Hill,
Miss
Texico.
Grace
special train consisting of two
1,300
Claud
Brashear,
Miss
Ethel
ordinary coaches and three
1.200
Heretofore the club conMiss Ruth Climins, Melrose ...
sidered that they were "going
1,200
Miss Pearl Evans, Tolar
some" when they visited towns
1.200
Miss Lois Hagler, Texico
in their patronising: territory in
1.000
Bell,
Tolar
Miss Ethel
a motor car.
This evolution
1.000
Miss Oral Curtis, Murdock.
from a string of "tin henrys"
to a special train of palatial
"Kivered" cars, is a good indication that Amarillo is prospering.
The boosters took dinner at
the Harvey House, and led by a
moat excellent band, paraded
the principal streets and afterThe threatened strike of the
ward devoted their time to cir- 400.000 railway employes Tof the Clovis Boy Full Fledged
culating publicity literature and United States was averted WedTelegraph Operator at 15
making acquaintances ameng nesday when the railroad brothHarry Marsh, the fifteen year
Clovis people.
erhoods accepted a proffer of the old operator who has been workQuite a number of business
United States board of mediation ing at the Western Union office
men met them on their arrival at
and conciliation to mediate their in Clovis the past three years,
12:25 and gave them a farewell differences with the railroads.
has been promoted to the poat 1.25. The party went from If the Board of Mediation fails sition of operator at the Santa
here to Roiwell and returned to to adjusts the differences Presi- Fe station at a much larger
this city at 5:30 a. m. and went dent Wilson will be asked to use salary. Young Marsh
it con
to Lubbock Texas to wake up his personal influence to avert sidered one of the brightest boys
that city.
in Clovis. As a telegraph operthe general strike.
The mediators are hearing ator he is said to be one of the
Reception to Pastor
both sides of the case endeavor- best in the business.
A reception was tendered Rev. ing to reach a common basis of
While he is but fifteen years
Earle DuLaney, the new Baptist settlement
of age he is a full Hedged teleminister, Tuesday night at the
graph operator,
faithful and
Baptist church, and there was a Another Business Change efficient.
This young man's
large attendance.
Rev. Du
J. R. Walker's meat market career will be watched with inLaney made a pleasing address will change hands August 15. terest by his many friends.
which was well received by the It has been sold to NeJ Houck
audience. Refreshments of ice formerly of the Central Market
The Miller Motor Co. has built
cream and cake were served by and Mr. Strickland. Sam
a new entrance to their garage.
will remain in his present A new front and driveway has
the young ladies of the church.
Mr. Walker will move been put in making it more conA splendid musical program was position.
to his farm west of the city.
rendered.
venient getting cars in and out.
pull-man-

.

WILSON TO ACT IN RAILROAD
STRIKE IF MEDIATORS FAIL

y

Out-

The following which appeared ship interested and active but
Farmer, a the whole community turns out
publication issued by the College to these follow-umeetings and
of Agriculture and Mechanic puts its stamp of approval on
Arts, written by the State Lead- the work by their presence.
er, is very flattering to the boys One man stated that whenever
and girls of 'Jurry County and he had an opportunity to burn
should encourage the formation some gasoline in the interest of
of clubs all over the county.
the Club work he was alwayn
"Outside of the Counties with ready. We learned that he had
paid agents in agricultural ex- risen at five o'clock on Monday
tension work. Curry County rrorning and had driven fifteen
leads the i t in point of Club en- miles to town to get ice for the
rollment and ranks among the nine o'clock meeting. While he
bett in actual Club work. The was gone to town, his little
first Club member to become a daughter, baked a cake for the
leader in Club work lives in the occasion, tho she is about five
Pleasant Hill neighborhood of years under the club age. The
Curry County. As a Club mem- Club spirit runs in the family.
ber he becomes of age this year. There were seventy-fivpeople
Not long since the State Lead- at this Monday morning Club
er visited the Clubs on the Plains meeting right in the midst of
and found them working nicely. harvest time.
Both Locust Grove and Pleasant
On Saturday before the MonHill groups are in the race for day
meeting.
Locust Grove
Boyce's $4,000.00
Mr.
Club turned out more than fifty strong
house. The way they are work- in spite of a counter attraction
ing in these two communities in the adjoining neighborhood.
shows that they mean business. This is one of the fortunate comWith their Club work they munities where the Principal of
weave in the social features that the school is a resident member
make their gatherings a source and a good Cluh leader. The
of pleasure and enjoyment.
The boys are taking the double
girls' Cooking Club showed us, project of Crops and Pigs and
in a practical way, their skill in the girls are busy with Cooking
cake baking. To this they added and Sewing.
and plenty of good
It does one good to feel the
cheer, which gave a splendid spirit of csoperation that is frequently found in country comrelish to the refreshments.
Not only is the Club member munities like these."
in the New Mexico

p

I

e

NEW HOMESTEAD LAW
IS NOW IN EFFECT
Homesteaders Can File on Government Lands
gardless of Location.

Re-

previsions of the ast extend the
privilege of the settlers from
the government lands in one
state to those of any other. The
act makes possible the selection
of a single homestead of 160
acres in any locatien and the
further entry upon additional
lands
in tracts of 40, 80 or 160
the provisions of the Enlarged
Homestead Act, amended under acres in different states provided
the act of congiess of July 3, the land is properly designated.
1016. has been issued to the
registers and receivers of United Democratic Get
Together Day
States land offices in all states
including within their bordor
is
There
an agitation for a
lands available for entry,
of the demoTne original act provided for crats and it has been suggested
entry on 100 acres and in 1909 that the State Committee desigthis act was amended by the nate a day fer such a meeting,
passage of an act providing for and August 12 would be a good
the futher entry by applicant date. On that date the demo-trafor appropriation of additional
of each precinct weuld
lands amounting to 160 arces, meet to exchange views, formuwhert such additional lands were late plans and take measures to
contiguous to the original home- give the state a wise, honest
stead making possible the
and economic government
A new homestead law is now
in effect, which will be good
news to many farmers and stock
raisers of Curry County. Homesteaders can now file on additional land without it being contiguous to the original entry.
Circular No. 485, explaining

ts

by

settlers of a tract

embracing 320 acres, of free
government land.
Under act of July 3, 1916, the
restriction limiting applicants to
filing on only such lands as were
contiguous to the original homestead, has been removed and the
settler is now permitted to file
upon any additional lands, regardless of its location. The

W. I. Luiakart and family are
Mr.
expected
home Friday.
Luikart has been to New York
and other Eastern markets making extensive purchases of fall
and winter merchandise while
Mrs. Luikart and children visited
in Altas, Oklahoma. Mr. Luikart
was ill at Altus the first of tho
week but is reported better.
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Entered at the post office at
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CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

5t58s

1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

One Year
Six Months

.....

The quality of service rendered by
a bank is a matter of great importance to its patrons. It is our
aim to render the most efficient
service possible with conservative
banking.

$1.50
75c

DEMOCRATIC TICKET

Election Tuesday,
November 7, 1916.

Our old and established connection
with Eastern Banks enables til to
give yeu this service

For President
WOODROW WILSON

For Vice President

SUBMIT US YOUR
CATTLE LOANS

THOMAS R. MARSHALL
11

"

For District Attorney
ROBT. C. DOW

None too large for our ability
None too small for our attention.

For State Senator
L. C. MERSFELDER
For State Representative
LYMAN E. SHAW
For County Sheriff

WE WANT YOUR
BUSINESS

D. L. MOYE

For County Treasurer
R. E. BROWN

ft

For County Clerk
W. C. ZERWER
For County Assessor
AMBROSE

Ml4Slw

"SEE WHAT

IVY

WILSON

S. J. BOYKIN, President
C. A. SCHEURICH. V. Pres.

HAS DONEl"

A. W. SKARDA, Cashier.
L. B. GREGG, A.

Cashier.

(Now Ywk Vorl4

For County Superintendent
J. M. BICKLEY
For Probate Judge
C. V. STEED
For County Surveyor

Largest Congressional

"The Best Town
In The World"

District

F. A. COOKE

For County Commissioners
G. M. BRYAN
District No. 1.
District No. 2.
J. D. LYNCH
B. L. HAWK
District No. 3.

Railroads Refuse Reduction
At the recent meeting of the
State Corporation Commission,
the matter of reducing passsn-ge- r
fares in New Mexico from
four cents to three cents was
under consideration. Representatives of a number of railways
were present and gave the members of the commission to understand, that they would not consider suck a reduction and if the
Commission took any action in
the matter, they would carry it
to the Supreme Court.
The railroad Corporations, it
seems will not learn from their
experience in other states. They
will find that fheir arrogant,
and oppressive treatment of the
people, will react on them in a
few years, as it has in Oklahoma
and other states.
New Mexico is fast filling up
with people from states where
the people had chart e of affairs
and who will decidedly object to
the legislatures and the state
officials being owned and controlled by the venal railway and
other venal corporations.
And when the storm of public
wrath breaks, it will be a cyclonic outburst of public indignation. All the tyrranies, oppressions and extortions that
people have undergone at the
hands of the corporation since
New Mexico was organized as a
territory, will arise like Banquas
ghost and the day of retribution
will come rapidly.
When once the people arouse
from their lethargy and learn
their power they will run amuck,
become oppressors instead of oppressed and the popular pastime
will be railroad baiting. Unwise
unjust and unfair laws relating
to railroad control will be
in retaliation for trie
wrongs the Corporations have
heaped cn the people and it will
take years to restore their
equilibrium.
The railways would consult
their best interests toting fair
with the people while the toting
is good. The people need the
railroads but the railroads also
need the people.
an-aet- td

A Mexican house was built in
to find this Grantwood, N. J,, for use as a

Marvin Jone?, of Amarillo,
Texas, who defeated the incum
bent, John H. Stephens, in the
primaries, will represent in Congress the largest legislative district in the world. This district,
in which the Democratic nomination is equivalent to election,
embraces 48 counties, a territory
as large as all the New England
states combined.
His advocacy of national military preparedness was the issue
that carried the election for
Jones. Stephens was lukewarm
on this issue and depended more
upon his personal popularity and
the fact that he had represented
the Thirteenth Congressional
District for 18 years.
This
length' of service made him the
dean of the Lone Star State congressional delegation.

One is surprised
legend painted in large letters
on a board set up in a conspicuous alace at the railroad station
that stands hard by a tiny,
straggling village out on a big,
barren, billowy plain in South
Dakota. The traveler is inclined to smile upon first reading it,
but upon further consideration
he is inclined to change his
viewpoint and to regard it with
a measure of admiration. To be
sure, the legend may be a mere
advertising boast, and in that
case a smile of derision is all it
deserves. But suppose the man
who put it there really meant it.
What then? Nature has not
been very prodigal of her gifcs
to that South Dakota village;
but the blue skies bend above it,
the sun shines upon it by day,
the stars look mildly down upon
it by night; and when it rains,
as it does at certain seasons of
the year, the big billowy plains
are transformed into green pas
But better than all,
tures.
there are people living in the
tiny, straggling village, men and
women and little children, who
are living out their, lives of
mingled joy and sorrow, just as
men and children do in big,
thriving cities. And they are
the neighbors of the author of
the legend; the people whom he
knows better than any others in
the world. Do you not begin to
see. therefore, that there may
be something akin to greatness
in him? Would yo'i not really
like to know the man who was
able to ftr.il so i irxh "if wurth
and beauty ir; sucii a ;lr :e ;hai
he was ready todecluieu
the
best town in the world?"

Street Oiling Proposition

The suggestion of several of
our citizens regarding the paving and street oiling proposition,
which was contained in the
News lastweek, was very favorably received, especially the proposal to abate the dust and mud
nuisance by the application of
crude oil to the principal streets.
While the project of paving may
not be feasable, just at this
time, yet the matter of oiling
would be comparatively inexpensive and it would greatly
conduce to the health and com
fort not only to the tewns people
but also to visitors to the city.
All medical authorities agree
that dust is detrimental to health
and many diseases can be traced
to it All the filth that is dropped in the streets and alleys is
pulverized and incorporated with
the dust and when the winds Harry Patton Criminologist
raises it. it is breathed into thi
Governor McDonald has dilungs, with very inimical effects.
Harry L. Patton, one of
There will be Borne data se
Ipal liglils f Clevis,
tin'
jhininj
cured soon as to the cost or ab it
n
uVlegntes to the
of
ihs
oil5
ing the dust nuisance, ,
th
oi" Criminal
Institute
.'ucarrtn
application of oil, whio will br
Criniirxj'ogy,
fand
which
given in an early issu ef ih( Law
inlets st Chicago en Ajg is. 29.
News.
The other
legates
.Judjf- - Kdward R. 'Wright,
l
New Rita! I ute
n oai.iii fiVnd Elmer E. Vender
The alternates
J. W. Ro5 i A ?t Vi i n vas ii. A Ln
town Satuiday
and of courte ar
.itc are: M. E. Hickey of
called at headquarters
ihs . " ' l ie, W. W. Garwood
News sanctum. Mr. Roue in
a.d C. C. Royall of
forms us that & new ru ii Mail ii.ver City.
route, ruanin (it of :cV aii
For Sheriff
has been es bl i tiee', w it. a isj
5G miles
lor
and urne.
SI J. A. McFarlin, Socialist candi(T of r u. ry CVnty
date fori-')boxes.
d
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Build and Destroy House

"set" in the William Fox

V

e

o

T3

pro-ductio-

fi
z

"Gold and the Woman."
The house is supposed to be the
home of Juliet De Cordova,
daughter of a Mexican grandee
DENTIST
who is killed by a party of lootMiss Bara apoeais as
ers.
Office Opposite P. 0.
Jultet.
Phone!89.
After the interior and exterior
CLOVIS.
NEW.MEX.
scenes had been completed, the
big scene was made. The house
was Btormed by the looters and
set on fire. It burned to the
LAWYER
ground, leaving nothing but a
Will practice in all the courts.
smoking mass of ruins.
A photograph of the house, Clovis,
N. Mex,
taken when it was partly destroyed, was sent to Washing
ton. It was returned with the D. D.
information that such scenes of
of the arm of Dra. Praaley h Hwearlnatn
ruin are to be found today on
of Kniwell
every hand in Mexico.
will be in Clovis on 15th, 16th,
17th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
!!! PREPAREDNESS !!!
and Throat and Fittirg Glasses

R. R. DUNCAN

Nun Cital

Swear ingin

For war is a national precaution. Preparedness for success
in life is a necessity to the individual. America is foremost
as a commercial nation. Every
American needs a thorough
business training whether as
business man, Btockman, professional man, tradesman, or
the young woman who wishes
to become financially independent.

E, New Mexico
1' meridian
haa filed notlea of Intention to make final thri
year
proof to mtaliliah claim to the land above described before W. J. Currtn, U. 8. Comniia-akm- er
at bla office at Liven. N. M. on
the 23rd day of Seiitember. 1916.
Claimant namea aa wttneaaea:
WMIiam T. HluoHincame.
JoMph MrGreffor
Carl hllluim and WilM:im llendrr. all of Clovia.
at.
N.
A. J. Kvum, KruUr.
3A

Aut.

Office

W. A. Gillenwater
LAWYER

Efficiency
Is the winning factor in the
Btruggle for success. The surest means of Preparedness
for Efficiency in business life
is a thorough, practical training under expert business instructors. The Albuquerque
Business College is a specie!
school conducted by specialists offering courses preparing
for business and Civil Service
pursuits. Fall term open Sept.
5. Send for "Training for
Efficiency." Instruction
in
reident school or by correspondence.
ALM'Ul'KRUUB BUSINESS
COLLKGE.

New Mexico

Clovis,

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
2
North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Rea. 390.
New Mexico
Clovis,

Office 103

DR. L.

Denartm- - nt of the Interior. US land ofBea at
i Si.mner.
N. M.. July Uth.
Notice ll hereby irlveu that Valuta Ofcr of Cto-t- l
N. U..
ho..n A
mace Hoa
I.
Sao. M. aa.
tcid Entry. Nu. ( fur 8W
April 2. IUI2 mad Additional
hoareetaad
Sac. M. T. 4 N.
nr No nlftl'2, ! ! l ho S
R. 34 B. N M P. M.. naa AM notlea of latarrttea
to nutta Anal hiaa year proof, to aatabllah alalia
tu Urn land hove deaerihod before W. J. Cuaren,
C raniaalonar
In bla oSea al
Unlud
ClnrU. N.i Vnlt im ttaa Mtb daw of Aug. IMS.
Ualmant niynar aa wHnaaaaa:
Johnnla Flinn. Will B. 14 Ilk Chrlatophar bt
i'utman, aad T trier. F. Chandler, all of Havana

i. lll.

c

Sue.

A.

J.

EVANS.

iM.

BIGGS

Veterinary Surgeon

Notice for Publication.

V:

1--

Phone

Bailout-- .

7

Non Coal

October 1U16.
Claimant namea aa witneaaaa:
Anion llankhouiie, Samuel l Willia. Kilwtn H.
Stulta, HolTt ilyrnea, allot Havener. N. M.
A. J. EVANS. ItaKialat.
7
Auk.

Notice for Publication.
oinxMi

Department of the Interior. II. S. Land OAW
at Fu Sumner. N. M.. July. 31th. 1916.
Notice
la
her. by nlven
that William
Kleemann. of Texlco. N. If., who,
on July
16.
made Homeatead Entry. No. (i:qm for
8
8W
Sac 6. nd N
NK
N 2 NW
Section 7. Town.hlp 1 S Ranca
27 E
N. M. P. Meridian, ha. filed notice of Intention to make Final three Year Proof, to
eatabltah claim to tha land above deecrlbed, before W. J. Curren, U. H. Commiaaloner. at
Gloria. N. M., an the 18th day of September. 1SI6.
Claimant namea a. wttneaae.:
William MrEntire, Oaro D. Dounlaa Laton A.
Reeve, and Hermann I'leprr. all of Teiico. N.M.
A. J. EVANS, R.gi.ter.
Aur.

1!.

Notice For Publication.
ciao
Department of tha Interior, U. 8. Land Offle
at Taeumcail. N. M Joly, 7lh, II6.
Notlea la hereby (Ivan that Wiley W. Lundy.
of Grady. N. M . who. on Kefaarary 9th. 1M0.
mad Homeatasd Ealry, Na, OHnBS. for BW
Sactla
2. Township 6 N. Raaa. S3 E. N. at.
P.
baa Sled notlea of fntanttoa ta make Pinal flva
yaar I'roof. ta aatabllah claim to tha land ahm
daaeribed. bafora W. J. Curren. U. S. Ceaiaila.
.toner In hie OAee at Clov
N. M.. on th. 16U
day of Auguat, 1916.
Claimant namea aa wltnaaaaa:
William R. Hrook. David MnRn. R.n.o.1 at
Stewart, and J. R. Tunnell all of Crady. N. If.
euly
R. p. Donoho. Regi.ter.
II
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Clovis, N.M,

16.

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician

Ml

Surgeon

Office Opposite PostofSce

E. M.

Chapmen

DENTIST
Over First National Bank.
Clovis,

Sept.

Department of the Interior. I'. 3. Land Office
at Fort Sumner. New Mexico. Aiiitu.l, 4th 1916,
Notice I. hereby irlven that ( l.cir I, MrCorinick
of Havener, N. M.. who on tl l. 17th 1911. mad
Homeatead
Entry, No. (IWM.1. for 8outheaet
quarter Mixtion III and on Aur. la. 1912 made
Addtional
lloniattcwl entry No. OIlcM for
northaaat auartor. Section :tl. Town.hlp i norob.
Uane 34 rait, N, M. I'. Meridian, haa filed itetic.
of Intention to make final live ytvr Praof, to
ntabllah claim to the land above ileaarllied, bafora W. J. Curren. United State. Coramiiiiiianar,
at Clovia. New Meiicu. on the Jlat day of

Physician and Surgeon
in Jackson Bldg.
Opposite Postoffice
Phoie 231 Residence 209
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Notice for Publication

Dr. J. B.Westerfield
Office

01HNU.

Department nf the Interior, U. H. Land Offloa
at Fori Sumner. N. M. July, SI. 1:06.
Notice la hervby given that Thumaji M. Crump,
of Clovin. N. M., who. on Auirual 7 lull,
made
Homeateail
entry No. (illttifi for
Weat half, aactlon 30 t.iwnnhip I north, rang-

Stanley J. Clark

--

!

o
tJ
3

Notice For Publication

H

Phone 96.
New Mexico.

Notice for Publication
oiaew
Oaaartmant of th Interior I) a
t Port Sumner. N. at.. July Ith. 111,
Natlaa la herebv ateen Uuii
n..L. e
Haeanar. N. at., Route . who on November 6.
IM
ada Bomaalaad Entry, No. Clows, far
aae. 16. T. 4 H. RUE
8B
M Tawnahlp 4 North. Ranae (4 Eaat, N. M. P.
awoBM. naa niea aotlea of latanttaa toaaaka
nai three yaar Proof, la aatabllah elaka ta tha
hual abore daacribad. aafor C. A. Schaartah.
U. 8. Qoramlaalriaar a hia
w at
tha Kth day of Aatroat. IM6.

lrf

Nk

awi.i.

ait.

William P Uualla. 8amnal E. Hill
w
Flina and Will E. al Ilia, all of Havaaer N. If .
July
A, J. Evane, Raa:iaar.
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"Then, senor," said tbe general,
"there can be but one person who
Kynaston swore and raged Impotent-l- y knows about the stone. Either one of
up and down the little room. Ap- the ladle must have seen the atone
parently It was not enough that he when it was in your tent, or else
CHAPTER VII

Continued.
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should sacrifice his life Itself; his very
reputation, too, was to be torn to
shreds.
Hour after hour passed. He had a
little tobacco, but one cannot enjoy
smoking In the dark. 60 he sat and
thought and thought till the tiny stars
In the
came out like
wonderful Mexican sky, and the camp
woke to renewed life In the coolness.
Presently he was aroused by the
sound of- - someone fumbling at the
chain that fastened the door on the
outside. The door drew open. In the
voice.
shadow he beard
"Obe Mlo capitan!"
It was the voice of the officer who
had met him.
"SI si! What Is It?"
"If you will come with me it will
perhaps benefit you."
Kynaston fumbled in his boot-leto see If that flat automatic pistol still
lay close to his leg. Fortunately, be
had not been examined for concealed
weapons; the Mexicans had taken for
granted that a man surrendering himself would not be fool enough to bring
arms into a hostile camp.
Kynaston stepped out. The officer
with two guards crowded their way
with their prisoner through the
crowd to the house where
the general lived. By the light of the
two glutterlng candles stuck in empty
bottles that Illuminated the dirty Interior Kynaston saw, seated beside the
rebel commander, a figure that he recognized at once the blind priest of
Trocanto, the guardian of the shrine!
The general was the first to break
the silence.
"I have brought you here, Senor
Gringo, to ask you some questions.
This good man tells me that you are
an Americano officer. Is It true?"
"Ask him, If he is your source of
Information," said Kynaston In a
voice. He could see the priest
lean forward in an eager attempt to
Identify htm.
"There has been a story come to
us" the general was in deadly earnest "that we mean to look into. There
was a stone of Incalculable value in
the South that we meant to use to buy
arms and ammunition to help our
cause. We got it; then our forces
were attacked by three times their
number of the accursed federallstas,
and so the stone was taken. It was
then that, pursued by our men, the
thieves fled across the Una and took
refuge on American soil, carrying with
them the stone that meant so much to
the righteous cause.
"That stone was taken charge of
by tbe American officer. The next
day tbe stone and the officer had disappeared, and now tbe good father
tells me that you are tbe man. I tell
you plainly, Senor Gringo, that, falling to obtain from you news of tbe
l
tone's whereabouts, the
hall do its duty In the morning. Am
I clearT"
"Aye! As clear as your own laws
and doubtless as discerning."
This time at hearing Kynaston'
voice tbe old priest leaned back In bis
forget-me-not- s

which Is, of course, unbelievable-o- ne
of them has taken It "
"No no!"
The voice suddenly rose to a shriek;
the Mexican captain raised hi hand
to guard bis leader from the blow that
he thought was coming. Kynaston
dropped hi hand.
"Someone In your camp must know
the matter. Doubtless It any man en
tered your tent while the ladles were
In your camp they have seen him. A
note to Senor Upton that I will send
by an officer will discover tbe mat
ter. You can tell blm with perfect
truth that It the jewel Is not restored
your lite will pay the forfeit."
"Wherever it is found? Do you
mean, general. If for instance I should
be abi
to prevail upon this blind
priest to restore It that I will be re
leased?"
"Si si! But mark, I must bave
the stone In my bands before safety
is promised to Senor Upton."
A lieutenant bad entered with a
hasty report which he whispered In
the ear of his commander In chief, and
had banded blm a paper. A pleased
smile stole across Obispo' face as be
read It aloud:
It Is permitted to announce that tonight
the gallant General Villa will make an
attack on the American army. The sal
tan! general will hlmaelf lead but a email
force In tlile (tret attack, and will then
await
You will therefore Join the main force
at Pnlomaa by tomorrow evening. The
salient (leneial Villa rrftisea to illecloee
bin plane, but lays be will be In El Paso
wnnin two weeks.
Kynaston could hardly believe bis
ears. Was Villa really to attempt an
invasion of the States? What could
such a move mean but war, tbe war
he was sacrificing himself to avoid?
Tbe army must be advised, but bow?
A murmur of approval from those
In the room had greeted the reading

"It is the man," he said quietly.

'It

Is the officer who took the stone."

"A bargain then the stone against
our life! Tbe stone that moans two

hundred thousand pesos against your
life! It can profit you nothing to keep
it, for if It Is not turned over to us
you shall surely die."
Kynaston turned hotly toward the
priest.
"Thou hast eaten my bread and
"Thou
alt," be said passionately.
hast slept In my camp. Thou knowest
right well that I did not take the
tone; thou knowest right well that
thou thyself art the thief, and that I
bad parties out searching for thee by
msa and by river. What bast thou
to gain, padre, by lying away my

lifer

The old priest turned gray under
bis dark skin.
"My son, this is not fair. Thou
sayest that thou didst not take It.
Who then did?"
"WhoT Who but the man who baa
ought It, as he says, tor so long? The
b'.lnd priest of Trocanto, of course.
V'ho else has so great a desire for It?
I could not have takon It, as my
major can prove, tor I
was with him from the moment that
be came into my camp till the bundle
was unwrapped, and the stone was
ound missing."
"Was no one else In your tent then?"
asked tbe general.
"Thou knowest there was, senor."
The voice of the blind priest rose to
"Thou
almost breaking tension.
knowest there were the two ladles
where are they, I say?"
"Where are they? Ia this camp a
place to ask such a question? Wouldst
thou expect to find women decent
suoh a camp of ladrones?"
women--i- s
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than death. After tt Is all over, save mr
honor for me if you can. Write my sis
ter at least mat tnat accusation is untrue.
He clipped from tbe paper the ar
ticle which Intimated that be had
stolen the Bell and pinned It with a
bit of splinter to his note, to be given
to the messenger. A the courier
walked oil to the great cblnaberry tree
under which hi horse was tied,
Kynaston thought cheerlessly of what
the result of the mission must be.
The messenger was gone an hour
Every established mental condition
when a sudden flurry at the post ot
la an acquired habit, and It haa beexwith
camp
alight
come
guard
such by continuous repetition of
set
the
the
thought. Despondency and cheerfulcitement. An aid came hastily to the
ness, anger and calmness, covetous-nes- a
house, demanding admission.
and generosity Indeed are all
habits built up by
states of mind-a- re
"Tour letter was received, senor,
choice, until they have become autoby Senor Upton, who declined to read
A thought constantly repeated
matic
It." said the aid. "He said that he
at last becomes a fixed habit of mind,
was a caballero. ot blood and refused
and from such habits proceeds ths Ufa.
James Allen.
to receive messages that were sent
him by the band ot a common solCOOKING LOB8TER3.
dier. He demanded that El General
Obispo send a commissioned officer
These delicate shellfish are so well
to talk with him. Accordingly Major liked that although In ninny states
Uutierrei will go up at daylight to
they are bard to get a
arrange matters."
few ways of preparing
Kynaston spent a sleepless night
them will not be amiss.
was
Early in the morning the camp
Those who are fortunate
awake, the noise and excitement foreenough to have them In
casting a move. An hour later an
plenty will appreciate a
officer, furious with anger, entered
A medlura-nl.enew dish.
with four men. He seized the Amerilobster Is the best
can roughly and tied his hsnds behind
to choose, those which
him with a strip of rawhide.
are lively and heavy In
gritted.
"Los perros!" the officer
weight. Lobnter should
"To treat with men like that el genhe killed Immediately be
eral wishes to see you, gringo.
fore boiling. If a pointed knife be run
"What I it? Well to ask! That Into the buck between the body ami
thief of tbe world, Senor Upton
tall shells, deuth will occur at once.
bah! He Is a ladrone, a plcaron, a No lobster Is of good flavor that has
thief! Done? What has he done? been killed hours before It Is cooked.
El Genersl Obispo sent this morning A fresh boiled lobster has a stiff tall,
to talk with him about you and the which will, If gently ruined, return
Jewel, which we need as a thirsty man with a spring to Its curled condition.
needs water. His emissaries were el Care should be taken never to pull the
Commandante Major Gutlerrei and el tall straight, as It will never respond
Coronel Mayes, who la the chief ol again.
our artillery.
Lobster Toast Canned lobster may
"They went up under a white flag be used for this dish. I'ick over to
senor, and bad a talk with the Ameri- remove any pieces of shell. Add one
can. They could come to no terms, so dessertspoonful of warmed butter, red
tbe two loft him and started back. pepper, capers and pickled cucumber.
When they reacher the bottom of th Pound till well blended, add salt. Heat
hill naturally enough they lowered th hot and serve on buttered tonst.
white flag"
Creamed Lobster. Remove the meat
"Yes, yes! Where are they now?" from the lobster and chop finely. Bent
The blind priest of Trocanto, whe the yolks of two eggs and mix with a
quarter of a cupful of cream, a few
had aproached, answered the que
drops of onion Juice, a half a teaspoon-fu- l
tiom
of salt, a pinch of red pepper and
"They are prisoner In the handi
of Senor Upton. He sent word back a grating of nutmeg. Melt two
of bttttpr, add the minced
to el General Obispo that If the soldier lay hand on thee he will bang lobster, cook and stir for a few minthe two officer a high a Haman. utes; then niltl the cream and other
Stir until the combinaDoubtless thou canst learn the detalli Ingredients.
tion thickens. Serve on tonst.
from el general."
Kill the lobsters
Broiled Lobster
It was difficult to learn anything
a sharp
from the general, who, angry at being as before described, nud with
a cleaver
with
or
mallet
a
nnd
knife
spat
outwitted,
like a cat and wai
equally Intelligible. It was from bis spilt down the bark on the line which
of the shell. Refirst acquaintance
that Kynaston runs down the middle
move the stotnnch nnd Intestines, place
learned what bad happened.
part down
"Yes, senor, the two went up with the two nieces with the shell
When hnlf
a soldado common soldier carrying over a moderate fire.
butter, and
the flag of truce. You can see It Is cooked, moisten well with and lemon
a mile away; between us Is the belt sprinkle with pepper, suit
before serving.
In lulce. Crack the claws
of alamos cotton woods
valley.
the
Wondrous Is the strength of cheer"Their talk, senor, came to nothing.
fulness, snd Its power of endurance-t- he
We know now that Senor Upton did
cheerful man will do more In the
same time, will do It better, will perbut talk to gain time. When they left
severe
It longer, than the sad or
they walked down the hill, and when sullen. --InCarlyle.
they reached the valley where the alamos grew, they dropped their flag of
SUGGESTIVE DI8HE3.
truce, sat down, and lit cigarettes.
For a simple little cake to serve
"It was In that moment, senor, that
old pirate stepped from with a cup of tea, the shortbread en
a
joyed so much by the
behind a tree, shoved a great pistol
Scotch will be worth addunder the nose of the valiant coronel.
ing to your cookbooks.
broke the rifle of the soldier, and told
him to go back to el general will
Scotch Shortbread.
pardon me to the stealer of horses
Tuke a cupful of butter,
f
cupful
who commanded here, with the mescreaineil ;
sage that the two officers would be
of cornstarch or arrowf
hanged If a hair of your bead Is
cupful of
root,
touched saints and angels, senores,
rice flour nnd two cup- cupwhat Is It now?"
fuls of wheut flour with
For another white flag was waving ful of sugar. Creum the butter, add
from tbe bouse and a shot had been the stignr, unrt mix In the flour, kneadfired to attract their attention.
ing It well with the bunds until well
Kynaston looked up eagerly.
mixed. I'ut It on a board until a
fourth of an Inch In thickness, nnd cut
CHAPTER VIII.
with sinnll cutters, pricking well with
a fork before buklng. Hnke In a
The Jewel.
There had been little rest foi any
Walnut Catchup. When the black
of the Inmates ot the Upton house dur- walnuts are green and still soft
ing the night Though they knew enough to pierce with a needle, pick
right well that the Vllllstss regarded a a hundred. Allow six ounces of smull
night attack with all the dislike of sn onions, a clove of garlic, two quarts
Apache, so that little was to be fesred of vinegar, two ounces of anchovies,
of an
from that source, no one could sleep. two ounces of pepper,
f
nn ounce of
To begin with, old Upton and John ounce of mace,
Wilkes sat deep In consultation over cloves. Pound the walnuts In a mortar
s
In a corner and would until well broken, then put them Into
their
not be disturbed. The other men sat
Jar wtth the vlncgur, onion nnd garsilent except for an occasional mut- lic, cut fine, with wilt to taste. Let
tered remark. Mrs. Fane was openly stand for two weeks, stirring twice a
tearful; Dorothy alone was collected Say. Strain off the liquid, add the rest
and reserved, unbending and unswerv- of the Ingredients, and boll 80 minutes.
resolution that Skim well and strain when cold, and
ing In her clean-cu- t
something must be done.
bottle.
"That's all tight, daughter, to aay
Labscosh. Butter a bnklng dish and
ques'Something must be done.' The
nil with alternnte layers of sliced raw
quesAye,
that' tbe
What?
tion
potatoes and humtnirg steak; season
tion! Isn't It. Wilkes?"
pepper and salt and butter. When
Wilkes nodded solemnly over a quid the dish Is nearly full, pour over
f
of plug tobacco that he was just abcupful of finely chopped onions
sorbing.
tnd one cupful of tomatoes, either
At eleven o'clock the first note came. looked or fresh. Then pour over a
When tbe man came up the slope car rupful of sweet cream nnd set Into the
rylng a lantern on the end of a stick jven to hnke. This should hake slowly
Mr. Upton was about to go forward to
in hour and a hulf. The tomatoes
talk with him when he was stopped may be omitted If the combination Is
by the csutious old
sheriff. aot enjoyed.
"No, you don't sir. They'll git you
Csrrot Pudding. To a cupful of
out there, an' when the man carryln' boiled and mashed carrots add two
the lantern has got you In the circle of
eggs,
of a cuplight somebody bsck In tbe shadder H ful of sugar, half a teaspoonful of
shoot you down. Then when a com- cinnamon, the same of grated nutplaint Is made they'll say It was done meg,
of a teaspoonful of
by accident, but that won't help you salt and half a cupful each of milk
none. You'll be a deader. Tell him and cream. Mix well and pour Into
to come up to the doorway so he'll b a pudding dish ana Dane nan an
In tbe light an' not you."
Serve cold with sweetened
hour.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
whipped cream.
Mock Ouava Jelly. Wash snd soak
Chile' Debt to the Incss.
home-drieapNot until the Incas made their pres- overnight a pound of
ence felt in Chile was the llama Intro ples. The next morning cook them
duced and made known, not only for lowly In the water; then strain
bag. There should be
its wool, but for It qualities as a beast through a Jelly Juice;
add to the boil
Ive cupfuls of
ut burden
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tbe message. After a moment
Obispo turned to blm again.
"If you wish to live, gringo," he said,
"see to It that my messenger takes a
letter from you to the bouse of Senor
Upton this night"
Obispo .waved bis hand In dismissal
and Kynaston was escorted back to
the little adobe house where paper and
pens were brought blm. For a tew
moment Kynaston sat, tapping his
teeth with hi penholder, thinking
over the situation, revolving In his
mind what he wanted to tell Upton
and how he should tell It For be bad
a message to send Upton that would
never get by hi censor If they should
understand It; and hi censors, moreover, would be everyone In camp wbo
could read.
He finally concluded not to attempt
to tell Upton of the Intended attack
by Villa, but to confine hi effort to
Intimating how an escape from the
house might be made with the ma
chine. After a few meaningless Introductory sentence be wrote:
of

I am told that the accusation la made
against me that I have tuken or concealed the prlerless Kmerald Hell which
we captured when we look the federal
party prisoners.
Of rouree you know that I know nothing or it. I am told further that. If It la
restored, or poeltlve Information ia given
which will lead to Its restoration, I will
be
As to the repairs to the automobile that
we spoke of. I would take the machine
at once tc the United Htatea, aa no
can be made here. Vu mum take
the machine at once aa the delicate
mechanism will ruin if kept here more
than ten I wish I could write houra. If
you know anything about the Jewel send
word. I am firmly convinced that the old
who haa turned up here either has
rirleit knows
where it la.
Tou can aee what they are laying
about me across the border. They accuse
me of having etolen the accursed Bell. I
cannot linuxlne where It can be unless
the old priest haa taken It. Of course
he haa. but equally of course hs will never acknowledge It
I fear that If they shoot me I will have
lost more than my life, for this attack
en my honor will leave roe In worse case
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FOOD SUGGESTION
A pressed meat which will be found
appetising for picnics or luncheons on
hot days Is prepared as
follows: Hull together a
pound of round steak
pork
and two large
done,
When
hocks.
mince the meat with a
fork but do not put It
through the roent chop-ne- r
as It makes It pasty.
Put Into a mold and pour over It the
liquor In which the meat was cooked.
8almon With Tomatoes. Prepare
tomato cups by seulillng the tomuto,
remove the skin, then hollow out the
form cups, using a sharp teaspoon.
Turn upside down to drain nnd place
on Ice to keep them firm. Kill with
salmon and chopped celery with a
good boiled dressing that Is highly
seasoned.
Prune and Rice Meringue. Boll nnd
drain one cupful of rice, then add two
tnblespoonfuls of butter, three of
egg nnd one
sugar, one
tenspoonful of ginger extract. Spread
some of this mixture on a plotter,
cover It with a layer of stewed prunes;
continue alternating the layers until
all the rice is used. Sprinkle lightly
with sugar, and cover with a meringue
mode of tbe whites of two eggs,
cupful of sugar, nnd brown In
the oven. Serve cold, decorated with
whole stewed prunes.
Apricot Tapioca Pudding. Cover
one and a hnlf cupfuls of tapioca
with cold water and let It sonk for
three hours; then druln nnd add threo
f
a
cupfuls of boiling water,
tenspoonful of salt anil one cupful of
sugar; cook In a double boiler until
transparent. Skin and stone twelve
apricots, put them Into the bottom
of a buttered baking dish, pour over
the tnplocn mixture and bake In a
moderate oven for 20 minutes. 8erve
hot or cold with sugar and creum.
sound
Select
Cherries
Pickled
large cherries and to every quart of
cherries ullow a cupful of the best
cltler vinegar, two cupfuls of sugar,
one stick of cinnamon, broken In bits;
a blntle of mace and six whole cloves.
Pit the cherries, pack them In Jars
and pour the boiling vinegar and
spices over them. Cork nnd Bet nwuy ;
they may be used almost Immediately.
n

one-hn- lf

one-hal-

Monday's child Is fair of face.
Tuesday'a child Is full of grace:
Wednesday's child la merry and glad,
Thursday s child Is sour and sad;
Frlday'a child la loving and giving,
Saturday's child must work for his
living:
But the child thst Is born on the Bnb-bat- h
day
Is blithe and bonny, and good and
gay.
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WOOD PULP SCARCE

IN SPAIN

Supply of Gallclan Pine Has Been Cut
Off by the War May Use
Native Wood.
The snortage In the supply of woo
pulp for paper manufacture In Spala,
and the high prices now demanded for
this product is ciiUHing some anxiety
among paper manufacturers and publishers. Attention lias been given to
the advisability of the government'
undertaking to stimulate the cultivation of the poplar tree, the wood ef
which Is preferred for pulp In Spain.
Spain Imports almost ell the wood
pulp required for Its puper Industrie
and exports to Kngland much of the
pine grown In Oalicla, which I highly
resinous nnd not so well suited for
pnper manufacture ns the less reslnooa
pine of Sweden and Norway. Experiments, however, are to be mode to
ascertain If, by extracting the reals),
native Spanish pine can he used, at
least ns n temporary substitute. Most
of the local paper mills, It Is stated,
cannot employ rag nnd Jute waste,
their plntits being oduptod to wood and
chemical pulps. Nearly all the waste
material, such ns liber woste, rogs and
bagging, are exported, the United
States having become, since the war,
the lending customer.
Old Wine In New Bottles.
What happens when the accepted
tune of a national unlheni Is changed
even with considerable care Is revealed
by Mils from Tom 1 aly's column In
the Phllndelphln Kvcnlng Ledger: "A
the opener of the exercises nt the
of the National Association of
Credit Men in Pittsburgh the word
of 'America' were sung to the new
music arranged for them. When the)
applause had dwindled nwny, the president arose and said: 'I feel that our
convention Is never properly begun unless we si iik the nntlonal nnthem, M
let us nil arise now anil sing "America."'" (Prolonged applause.)
Gave Wife Half a Cent a Day.
Mrs. Ada flnrliind testified before

Su-

perior Judge (irnbam at San Francisco
that during her 15 tnimlhs of married
GOOD THINGS.
the total
life with Kiigche
money given her by her husTo make ripe olives more delicious sum of
a cent a
averaged but
snnk them over night In olive oil In band
In a enndy store),
which has been placed a dny. She worked
she declared, and not only Miiorted
small clove of garlic.
but also cave him two
Beet 8alad. Cut In the family,
of shoes and occasionally
small pieces six cooked pairs
Ii t tn shaving money.
beets, the same quantity
of cold potatoes and celToklo has 2.2'. I.7SM5 Inhabitants.
ery. Mix the yolks of
eggs,
five
with two tahlespooiifuls
of anchovy sauce; then
press through a sieve
Adds a
and add very gradually
six tuhlespoonfuls of olive oil, two of
Meal
Zest
vinegar, one tublespnonful of made
mtiNturd,
of a tenspoonful
Most everyone likes a hot
of salt, n few (lnsties of pepper anil
table drink, but it .must have
the whites of the eggs, cut In rings.
Mix well and serve cold.
a snappy taste and at the
Corn 8slad. Allow hulf as much
same time be healthful.
each of chopped celery und walnut
Probably no beverage anmeats as of grated cooked corn; season with salt, pepper and one finely
swers every requirement so
chopped onion. Mix with a good boiled
completely as does
dressing to which whipped cream has
been added.
8upper Dish. Place eggs in
granite pie plate and sprinkle generously with cheese and bread crumbs,
with salt and pepper to taste. Place
In the oven and bake until the eggs
This famous pure food-drin- k,
are set A little cream put Into the
made of roasted wheat
pan before the eggs are broken Into It
and a bit of wholesome
Is uo Improvement.
Cafe Parfalt Take a cupful of
molasses, afford a rich Javastrong coffee infusion, add two egg
like flavor, yet contains no
sugar
f
cupful
of
yolks beaten,
harmful element
nnd cook In a double boiler until thick.
Rest a pint of cream until thick ; add
The original Pot turn Cereal
to the coffee mixture when cool ; pour
Into a mold and let stand In Ice and
must be boiled; Instant Pastas
salt three hours. Unmnld and serve.
is made in the cup "quick as
Buttermilk Cake. Take two cupa wink," by adding hot water,
cupful
fuls of buttermilk, one-hnof brown sngnr, one tenspoonful of
and stirring.
baking powder, one teaspoonful of
;
soda, dissolved In the buttermilk
Both forms of Postum have
of a crpful of whent flour, two
delightful
aroma and flavor,
a
cupfuls of graham flour, nnslfted, nnd
one-haare healthful, and good for
ruKul of walnut meats,
coarsely broken. Bake one hour. This
children and grown-up- s.
makes two loaves. The nuts may bt
omitted and a sou .renin and nut
Reason"
frosting may be used to Ice the top.
tint-lan-

niie-lml- f

fv

hard-cooke- d

Healthful
to any

h

POSTUM

one-hnl-

lf

two-thir-

lf

"There's a

Sold by Grocer

everywhere.

judgment la favor of the

la The District Court of

"Clean Clothes That Feel Fine"

de-

Curry Cental?, New Mexico fendant The Firat National Bank
to-

of Clovis, a corporation,
gether with all costs of suit and
VS
the eoata and expenses incident
ALUS HIGH. MARY HIGH. to this sale.
KID SPEAKMAN, MRS. MARY
WITNESS MY HAND, this
E. TOWNSENO. R. M. HOLT. the 15th day of July, A. D. 1916.
MARSHALL OWEN, BRUCE
F. S. Burns,
PRICE, T. W. BUSH, THE Special
Master of Court Herein.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK of
J 21-- 18.
That feeling of comfort sad contentment
A
CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO,
CORPORATION and S. C. Voting Period and
that cornea only with correctly laundered
Defendants.
SEARS.
underwear and hosiery it assured you if
Schedule of Votes
913.
NUMBER
you tend your work to us. Our methods
Period No. 2 closes at 8 p. m.
produce a soft, soothing finish that cannot
August 16.
- And tha priees are right.
be excelled.
Votts will be allowed en subNOTICE OF SALE OF REAL ESTATE
scriptions during this period as
WHEREAS, on the 17th day follows:
f May, A. D. 1916, in an action
1 year -1- 00 votes
pending in tha District Court of
2 years 200 votes
Curry County. New Mexico,
3 years-3- 50
votes
wherein H. J. Babler was plain4 years 550 votes
tiff and Eliaa High, Mary High,
5 years 700 votes
Kid Speakman, Mrs. Mary E.
6 years -1- ,000 votes
M.
Holt,
R.
Townsend,
Marshall
7 yeara 1,300 votes
Owen, Bruce Price, T. W. Bush,
8
yeara -- 1,800 votes
the First National Bank of Cloyears-2,3- 00
9
votes
D. R. Shape, Prop. vis, a corporation, and S. C.
"The Old Reliable'
10 years-2,8- 00
votes
said
Sears, were defendants,
11 years-- 3, 100 votes
cause being numbered 913 on the
12 years-- 3, 750 votes
civil docket of said court, judg13 years-4,3- 00
votes
ment and decree was rendered
14
years-5,0- 00
votes
in favor of the plaintiff and
15 years 5,500 votes
against tha defendants Elias
16
years-6.5- 00
votes
Is a serious question. Attend the old reliable DRAUGH-ON'High and Msry High, covering
17
years-8,0- 00
votes
Fifty BIG colleges in 18 states; 225.000 graduthe debt sued upon, costs ef suit
ates in positions; 28 years auccessful record; 10,000
18 years 11,000 votes
costs of sale aggregating
and
annual enrollment.
Positions guaranteed.
Write fer
19 years -- 14. 000 votes
the sum of $2263.05, and said
FREE catalogue and be convinced that DRAUGHON'S
20
years-17,votes
judgment further foreclosed a
is THE BEST. Free course in Salesmanship and Busi21
years 22,000 votes
ness Efficiency to those entering before September the
as
mortgage deed,
certain
22 years 30,000 votes
.;,.
10th.t We alee teach Spanish.
against all the defendants upon
23 years 35.000 votes
tha following described real
s7
24 years 45.000 votes
Curry
County,
estate, situated in
25 years-60,0- 00
votes
t:
All of
New Mexico,
In order to secure the 60,000
Blocks numbered from One (1)
C. Homer Wileman, Mgr.
Amarillo, Texas
to Thirty Eight, (38) inclusive, votes, for instance, get the
of the Lincol i Park Addition to same person to subscribe for
the town of Clovis, New Mexico, the Clovia News for 25 years, or
except Blocks Numbered Twenty send the paper to 25 different
Four (24), Twenty Five, (25), addresses. We prefer the latter.
Twenty Six (26) and Twenty The same holds with reference
Seven (27), in said addition, all to tke smaller number of
situated upon the South-Eas- t
of Section
Quarter (SE
Mrs. O. L. Suman and chilNumbered Eleven (11), Towndren
are visiting in points in
ship 2 North, Range 35 East,
and also St Louis,
Oklahoma
Principal
Meridian,
New Mexico
By J. It. HAMILTON
and containing One Hundred where her daughter Maudie is
Frmr Advertising Manager of Wanamaker'a, Philadelphia
Forty (140) acres more or less, studying the fall millinery styles.
which judgment and cecree was
entered and recorded in the ReAll of you women whose husbands have told you you have been
.
cords of said Court in Volume D
pending too much money, please stand up. Great ScottI Every at page 570 thereof, and,
5
'
married woman in America is on her feet.
WHEREAS, in the aforesaid
All you who are earning your own living and spending ns judgment and decree, the de S
We want your farm
much as you earn please stand up.
fendant The First National J
loans. Can handle
yow we've got the rest of them.
Bank of Clovis, a corporation,
them on short no-vt
tice.
"Well," you Hay, "now that you've got us standing here what recovered judgment against the
Defendants Elias High and Mary
are you going to do about it?''
Vt
See us atjonce!
High, covering the debt sued H
I'm going to give you the first law of business:
upon, by it attorneys fees, costs
The
Cut your expenses down first, and then find out how you can of suit and the costs and exCo. J
Mortgage
Union
do it afterward.
penses incident to this sale, ft
M
aggregating the full sum of &
Every big institution carries what it calls a "butcher."
When the expenses of that institution begin to eat up the $2192 30, with interest thereon
profits the "huti her" issues a sweeping order to cut down so many from May 17th. A. D. 1916, at
hundreds of dollars a day. lie doesn't ask how it can be done, the rate therein specified, and
foreclosed
lie knows it has to be done if his business is going to continue, said judgment furtheragainst
all
deed,
as
mortgage
a
how.
out
find
to
him
under
people
and he leaves it to the
upon certain
defendants,
said
of
simply
This cutting seldom if ever ruins a business. It
For good, sanitary plumb
of the lands and premises hereahnrpetiH the wils of those who are left.
ing that will stand the test,
inabove described, which mortphon 407
Now let's take your case. Instead of taking the money that gage deed is secondary and subyou think you ought to have, suppose you take the money that ject to the mortgage deed in
you have actually got. In your case, being both "butcher" and favor of plaintiff,
All of
Let us figure on your work
buyer, you naturally have to sharpen your own wits.
Blocks numbered from One (1)
Therefore.the first thing you begin to do each day (just as you to Seventeen (17) inclusive of
arc going to do now in a minute or twd) is to open this paper and the Lincoln Park Addition to the
nee what special inducement each store is offering in the things city of Clovis, New Mexico, acLivestock and Commercial
that are necessary for you to buy. You look for the clothes, ami cording to the official plat thereAUCTIONEER
the
on
placed
underwear,
the
in
now
record
of,
the
suits,
the shoes, the children's dresses and
de- office of the County Clerk of
Will cry
luxuries
anrwhm. Located at
and
necessities
various
of
the
and
all
house needs,
Th Lon Htar Wacon Yard.
Curry County, New Mexico, almanded in your standard of life.
489.
Phono
P. 0. Box 196
19, 20. 21,
numbered
so,
tracts
exclusnobbish,
those
New
Mexico
Clovis,
The next thing to do is to cut out nil
28, 29. 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37
beneath
somehow
find
it
who
concerns,
sive, little nonadvertising
38 in the Lincoln Park Adtheir dignity tojsell their goods at less than a profit of several and
which judgment is re
dition,
hundred per cent.
corded in the volume and page
The third thing you do is to reckon up your savings at the as above stated.
end of a week or two.
NOW THEREFORE, notice is
M. V. White, Prop.
And the fourth thing Wdo is to stand amazed at the hereby given that the under
signifies
amount you have saved in spit of the amount y.ou have bought. signed, as Special Master of All that thein name respect.
Sanitary
ev?ry
Court herein, will, on the 22nd
Now of course this is letting you in bclrindjlie scenes.
Baths. Join ou. list of
dHy
of August. A. D. 1916, at
There isn't a buyer in any store who doesnjt have to bring
customers.
the hour of two o'clock P. M. at
Jdmself tip with a jerk or get brought up with a jerk every once the south door of th Court
in a while, and who doesn't also stand amazed at w hat he has been House, in the city t: Clovis, The best ii oil stoves. Let us
iable to accomplish with a smaller amount of capital and aigreater Curry County, New ,'e.ico, show you.
amount of energy and a little extra thimbleful of brains.
offer and expose for j.t'e the
jTow don't tell anybody you have been behind the scciu-a- , but above described real pate at
vjndie, to the
dig into the advertising in this paper quietly for the next public outer
of
shopmethod
"ash u hand,
highest
bid
cut
i
out,the
days;
few
.
see
saUffy
!!
and
described
expenditures,
to
liouschohl
your
n
of
business
Cedar posts, as 'straight as a
make
ping;
.
tVv v ri t'.e plain-utmoney
your
'i
gun
terribk'
doesn't
lelicve
barrel.
financial
'plan
little
if Ibis
AlfalfaLbr. Go.
t t
l' kj described
H.

J.

B ABLER,

INTERESTS

OUR MUTUAL

Plaintiff

We are proud of all the accounts that we have,
but satisfaction is the enemy ot progress and we
want this bank to grow with Clovis and Curry
County and we have great faith in the future of
:
':
our country.
safety
of
this
The resources, the stability and
bank are too well known to require comment We
pride ourselves in having as strong a list of stock:
holders as there is in New Mexico.
We want this bank also to be known as the bank
of Friindship and Progress, a bank where you can
go and talk over yoar business problems with
a
bank for the farmer-a- nd
your bankers-t- he
a bank that our
friend to the farmer-a- nd
:
:
iters will be proud of.

A

de-p-

Clovis Steam Lauudry

oi

The Citizens Bank of Clovis

WHAT SCHOOL?

OUR MOTTO: "SAFETY FIRST"

S.

OUR SPECIALTY: CATTLE LOANS

000

to-wi-

How Many Women
Are in Trouble
Today?

)

Misses Nellia and Dallia Waghave returned from Las
ner
No more annoyance with loose
Vegas
with first class teachers
Have your glasses Kee
lenses.
Miss Nellia will
certificates.
worry.
to
locked and cease
teach school the coming season
Done while you wait.
South of Melrose. Misses Delia
Denholf Jewelry Co.
have-alsRegistered Optometrist. Henson and Bernice Fry
returned from Las Vegas.

Keelock

A party of Clovis people went
picnicint; last Sunday at the
Those in the party
Brakes.
were Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Verlin,
Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Stonehill,
Mrs. Leland Chapman and W.
H. Duckworth. They report a
most enjoyable time.

W. H. Sims,
a farmer of
Grady has sold his holdings there
and has gone to Ozark, Mo. Mr.
Sims has lived in New Mexico

for ten years and says that he
return to Curry County
nxt spring. He has a daughter
and other relatives near Grady.

may

IS WAY AHEAD
in quality and perfect baking. Our sanitary bakery

Money! Money!

contains every facility for
baking in a manner unsurpassed. Bakers of skill and
experience are employed by
us and they turn out the
best by every test without
a burn.
::
::

i

;

THE CLOViS BAKERY

v

Phone

Plumbing
Work,..

West Grand Avenue.

Next door to McFarlin's

THE STAR MARKET
HOUK BROS. Props.
Home Killed Meats Our Specialty.
Fresh
Vegetable.", Fish and Oysters in Season.

HIGHEST

V. J. HIVELY

to-wi- t:

27.

J. W. HUNTER

MAR.KET

PRICE PAID FOR HIDES

Ft. Worth Well Drilling Machines

!

REPAIRS AND TOOLS
DRILL' CABLE AND SAND LINES

The Sanitary
Barber Shop.

I

regu-regul-

Gasoline

Engines

ar

!

jut

"dropping-in-anywhere-

(Cw.yrlKl.trd )

Fort Worth Well Machinery
and Supply Company

i

"

r

strain.

Write us for Catalog aad Prices.

F

PORT WORTH,

38-t- f

i

iiimiiw

bb

ma

TEXAS.

THZ OLOVIS NEWS

mm

or tou oa ant
Mrs. Lydla Shrake, one hundred and
offer wlls Rheumatism er Neuritis, aenteer
of Prairie du Chlen, Wis la the ahronle,
BOOK on Bbsum.
write far my
Uia Ite Cause aad Core, ftfoet wonderful book
head of six living generations.
rer written, H'e absolutely FKKC J sees A.
six

PRIZE PIG A PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATOR

TVm't

lTOT

!

(7""V'a

)

N

;.

--

A patriotic,

presumably

foreign-bor-

American, who wunta

n

her the sex Is not certain part In promoting preparedness,
iaa conceived the notion of building an airship as a contribution to the forces
of defense and offense. The only
trouble Is about a motor, nnd the IndiPKfM
YOU
vidual makes a formal request that tin
I WE A
government contribute this essential
APIW1 port of his proposed Hying muchine.
UNfli But it cannot be done, ami the problem
must be worked out in some other wuy
ISAM

MI'.'OWK.'It'I

by this person anxious to do a public
service.
The communication, asking for an
aeroplane motor, is uddressetl : "To As.
slstan Secretary of Treasury Bryen
It. Newton, White House, Washington,
D. C." It comes by mall, postmarked from a pluco In Pennsylvania, and reads :
"Deur sir.
"After seln the battle cry of peace that was say that every one shout have
an aptemtlon of tho war, and decldet to make one nlrshlp of my own, but the
only thing that I need is the motbor that 1 canot muke tin my self. I am a pour
boy 21 year of age, and I never got no much of money, and 1 work here with my
Brotter with smul sallury.
"I nlnt got no much friends In this couutrl but my brotter, nnd he dont
want help me to buy the motor.
"And so 1 asck you If you sand me a airship motor, an soon I muke every- tinge I wll tuke a trip before any one else to sun fruuclsco, Cul.
"Now exusme for the bud writing because I cant write nmerlean."
The government hus no motors which could be disposed of In this wuy and
no appropriation for such purposes, Assistant Secretary Newton advises the
applicant for aeronautical honors.
1

Young Porker Uxd to Create Interest In Agriculture.
(Prepared by the United States Department at Agriculture.)
How one teacher of 00 pupils la a
schofllhouse, situated In the
forest of North Carolina, succeeded
In getting her pupils Interested In practical agriculture with a pig and less
than an acre of uncultivated land. Is
told In a report of one of the field workers of the United Stntes deportment
of agriculture.
A farm paper offered a pure-bre- d
pig as a prize for securing a certain
This enernumber of subscriptions.
getic schoolteacher set out among the
parents of her pupils and succeeded
In selling enough subscriptions to win
the pig. When the pig arrived thu pen
was already built by the schoolchildren on the school grounds for Its reception. The parents were Invited and
were made. The
talks on
rent of the day was spent In driving
around to some of the best pig farms in
the county where various kinds of live
stock were scored and discussed.
one-roo- m

plg-rnlsl-

CHERRY

LEAF-BEETL-

The pupils learned that a pig could
not thrive entirely on scraps from
lunches and occasional ears of corn.
An Interested member of the school
committee offered the use of bis team
and Implements and tbe pupils started
to work cleaning the forest land to
use as a forage posture. They then
planted crops of rye, wheat, rape, and
grass to afford the pig grazing plots of
green forage. A cold frame was also
put In and cabbage plants were grown
for sale, the money thus realized being
turned over to buy whatever additional
feed was necessary to keep the young
animal.
As a result of the Interest aroused,
taxpayers and members of the school
board have given their support to the
establishment of a small demonstration
farm. More land Is to be purchased
and the county agent Is to visit the
school each week. Since the pig was
brought into the school less than a
year ago, the membership of the county pig club hus more than trebled.

E

INEXCUSABLE CAUSES
OF SWINE DISEASES

Recommendations for Control
Periodical Pest.
Outbreak

of
Neglect of dipping.
Lack of green food.
Failure to use serum.
Overfeeding of grain.
Filthy yards and pens.
Absence of water and shade.
Confinement In cramped quarters.
Lack of exercise and field foraging.
Crowding a herd of all sizes
together.
Infrequent chnnges of feeding
and sleeping quarters.

In 1915 Was by Par Worst

That Fruit Qrowsrs Have Yet
ExperiencedExperts Rseom- mend Nicotine Sulphate.
(From the United

The

Rtnti-- i

Department of

Agriculture.)
appearance In enormous

num-

In the
bers of the cherry
spring of 1015 necessitated a study of
tills insect, the results of which have
Just been published by the department
In a professional paper, Bulletin No.
A Peri3fS2, "The Cherry
odically Important lusect Enemy of
Cherries," by B. A. Cushman and
Pwlglit Isely. The 1015 outbreak wos
by far the worst that fruit growers
have yet experienced. That year the
beetle proved destructive throughout
the greater part of New Tork, Pennsylvania, and northern West Virginia, and
also in the northern part of lower
Is
Michigan, where
The entomologists
very extensive.
who studied the Insect at that time
now recommend that for peach orchards nicotine sulphate be used, end
for cherry trees sweetened arsenate of
lead. These are tbo only two cultivated fruits that the beetle nttucks. Sweet
cherry and plum are not In danger
varieties of the
and the thicker-leavesour cherry are much less seriously
kinds.
Injured than the
The nicotine sulphate used In the
experiments consisted of a solution of
40 per cent nicotine sulphate, 1 purt to
000 pnrts of water, to which was addsoap at the rate of 2 pounds
ed flsh-oto .'0 gallons of liquid. This spruy
does not cause the same Injury to
peach foliage that Is likely to follow
the use of strong mixtures of arsennte
of lead. It Is, however, only temporarily effective, and an application
one dny does not prevent an Invasion
of the orchard on tho following dny.
For cherry trees arsenate of lend
must be applied at a rate of not less
than 5 pounds to 50 gallons of water.
The addition of molasses at the rate
of 14 gallons to 50 gallons of the
mixture makes the spray much more
effective, but, on the other hand, the
addition of this sweetening allows the
spray to be more easily washed off by
rains. In favorable weather, however,
the effect of the sproy Is continuous.
Aa the beetles feed on tho under
side of the leaves, care must be taken
to cover these with the poison spray.
In some Instance It may be necessary
to spray only young cherry trees or
varieties.
older trees of the
leaf-beetl- e

of

Veterans

Spanish-America-

n

War in Congress

Jyf?

tf

short-winde-

d

cherry-growin-

g

d

thln-lenve- d

e

e

e

ment.

e

e

e

Lambs will begin to eat grain when
about two weeks old.
Do not paint the Inside of a coop,
Whitewash it. The results will be bet
ter.
e

e

e

In hot weather renew the wuter two
or three times a duy and keep it in
shade.
e

e

e

farmer with good tools doesn't
like to let his neighbors beat him In
A

producing crops.

KILL

PLANT-DISEAS-

E

GERMS

Growers of Tobacco and Other Crops
Troubled With 8oll 8lcknes
Have Novel Remedy.
Growers of tobacco, and some other
crops, troubled with "soil sickness" In
the propagating beds are now spend
ing about one cent per square foot of
aeedbed for steaming the soil before
the seen Is sown. Such steaming of
the soil with live steam Introduced be
low the surface or tne Deas kiiii an
germs and all weed seed
e
M well.
plant-diseas-

squirrels and birds of all Washington picnicked In the capitol grounds
morning after the preparedness parade. The ocean of humanity that
billowed over the green the day before left Its flotsam and Jetsam of peanut
hulls and lunch bags, and to Judge
by numbers furred nnd feathered so
ciety from the most exclusive parka In
town was among those present at the
feast.
And the parade Itself was echoed
In fine style by a swarm of small kid
dies most of them of the type that
runs to curls and foreign eyes. In
front of everything rode a boy on an
umbrella handle Major Pullman, If
you plense.
Behind marched the Marine Band,
lad,
Jr. don't ask for details and after that came a bare-foowho held a grown-u- p
hat at arm's length and bowed, right and left, automatic
ally, like a top wound up with a key. There was no mistaking who was the
president of the United Stntes In that parade. At his right let us quote
"walked William F. Gude, chairman," etc., and at his left "ltudolph Kauffmnnn
treasurer," etc., "each more formally attired and wenrlng high huts" which the
bags.
prosaic eye might possibly have mistaken for plcked-ubox, the three
Having marched the stretch of pavement to a
rigidly Important personages sut down on It, and the "ladles" of the party
being unable to secure accommodations on the grand stand, stood, as naturally
as If they had been riding in a street cor.
babies carried a news
In the march that followed a batch of serious-eye- d
paper page, which, you will understand, was a flag. And another imitative
touch, surprising In Its realism, was provided by three boys one heating
drum, one playing on a stick and the third with a rag around his head, waving
a flag like mod. They had somehow caught something more than the tableau
"Spirit of 70."

To grow the lambs as rapidly as possible, provide a mixture of grains In a
trough In a creep for them.
e

e

To control the sows and keep them
from rooting up the pastures, give
them plenty of nitrogenous foods,
e

e

You never can make the hog believe

that the pen Is mightier than the
sward. He knows better after a taste
of grass.
e

t,

frizzle-heade-

d

p

ll

thln-lenve- d

Parade

Echoes of the Big Preparedness

TUB

Trent cows gently and avoid excite

e

e

L

W., Brock u, a. Maes.

Adv.

Croes

Sometimes a
without being

Her Exhibition.
"Mrs. Huffy is very patriotic, I ungirl never turns up her derstand."
"Yes, and Is always showing It
who knows enough to
Makes her husband see stars, Is algas.
ways giving her children stripes and
man can be real noisy won't huve anything in her gurdea
but flags."
very progressive.

The more praise a man bestows oa
It'a easy to be a philosopher If you
himself the' wiser he Is not
have a good income.

Save the Babies.
MORTALITY is something frightful. We can hardly realize thai
twenty-tw- o
per cent,
INFANT the children born in civilized countries,
die before they reach one year thirty-sevebefore
before they are five, and one-ha-lf
percent, or more than
save
would
Castoria
use
timely
of
VrdcMt'hesitate to say that a
malorlty of these precious Uvea. Neither do wo hesitate to say that many
use
of narcotio preparations.
the
by
occasioned
are
of these infantile deaths
Drops, tinctures and soothing syrups sold for children's complaints cflnuUo,
They are, in considerable quantities,
more or less opium or morphine.
deadly poisons. In any quantity, they stupefy, retard circulation and lead
n

r,

one-thir-

to congestions, sickness, death. Castoria operates exactly the revert, but
Castoria
you must see that it bears the signature ot Chas. H, Fletcher.
causes tne otooa to circuiai prujjwuj, vyou
pores of the skin and allays fever.
Genuine Castoria always bears tbe alfaato.ro of

SALE DISTEMPER
HORSE
You know that what you cell or buy throuxh the isles

hti about one chance In flfty to escape BAI.H) STABI.SI
UISTBMPBH. "SPOHN'S" le your true protection, your
only eateguard. for aa sure aa you treat all your horses
with It. you will soon be rid of the disease. It aots aa a
aura preventive, no matter how they are "exposed.
10 centa and II a bottle; 16 and (10 dosen bottles, at all
ood drucflets, horse goodi housea, or delivered by the
manufacturer.

SPOHN MEDICAL

TOOK

DRUGGIST

A

CHANCE

rfc

CO

sv

and !

ure

R-ait-

their services during the Spanish wur
ranged from mobilization to actual bat
tle, but they were more or less trained
WITH A UTTLE I
soldiers, and the majority of them are
In fair shape for fighting today.
loon Be
Of course, some of the congres
sional veterans of the Spanish war are
now fat and
It would
take several months maybe longer
to put them In condition, but they are
veterans Just the same, and have a
knowledge superior to that of the
"rookie" regarding military tactics and
service. Some of tbe legislators have retained an active Interest In military
affairs.
Here Is a fairly complete list of the experienced Spanish war veterans now :
Senators Fall of New Mexico, Hardwlck of Georgia, Hughes of New Jer
sey, Lewis of Illinois, Varduman of Mississippi, Vadsworth of New York,
Weeks of Massachusetts. Polndexter of Washington.
CongressmenGardner of Massachusetts, Crago of Pennsylvania, Dyer of
Missouri (now commander In chief of the United Spanish War Veterans),
Aiken of South Carolina, Anderson of Minnesota. Kllsworth of Minnesota,
Greene of Vermont, Hart of New Jersey, Huskell of New York, Helverlng of
Kansas, Howard of Georgia, Huddleston of Alabama, null of Tennessee,
Humphreys of Mississippi, Jnmes and Loud of Michigan, Neely of West Vir
glnla, Oglesby of New York, Oldneld of Arkansas, Sells of Tennessee, Stone of
Illinois, Tllson of Connecticut. Van Dye of Minnesota.
Congressmen Johnson of Washington, Langley of Kentucky, Austin of Ten
nessee nnd Key of Ohio nre numbered among the honorary members of the
United Spanish War Veterans.
These veterans of the war of 1808, together with members of congress who
compnny of
are afllllated with the Nuttonnl Guard, would present a
legislators were they to decide to go to war again.

Funny

Is your farming properly diversified?

Case, Dept.

for Red

nre veterans or me
Toothpaste Knew may be fou.
..oy you
two houses of congress. Most of these Youngster Seeking
At druislite Inflfty cent and dollar alsea.
Only That He Was "Mamma's
You nay receive a sample slie bottle ol
veterans were connected with volunteer regiments and the National uuard, and
Boy," But It Was All Right

a company of soldiers wno
NKAHLY 1808 cun be mustered in the

Leaf-Beetl- e

e
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n

Hpnnisn-Atnencn-

good-size-

Do not wash eggs.

milled.

The average
nose at a man
turn down the

WASHINGTON.

:

hm

n Rlii
4.ltM beautiful whit clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv.

Patriotic American Wants to Donate an Airship

I

mil

New Designs for Our Halves, Quarters and Dimes

Every community should form a co
SAM Is going to have some new styles In his coins, and next fait we
operative dairy test association, and UNCLE
to have dimes, quarters nnd half dollars of designs never before
make a stnrt for more enthusiasm and seen In the metal money of this country. It will be the first change which hai
success.
been made In this minor silver since
e e e
seems to
McAdoo
180L Secretary
p0PLf WILL
The cow nay be a machine, but she think that the half dollar has declined
BE CLAD TO
requires good care and close attention In popularity because It had not a pretCET 'EM NO
to make her run to the greatest ad ty design. Secretary McAdoo has anMATTER WHAT
vantage.
other guess coming. Nobody ever dee
TH' DESlGll
clined a half dollar that he could get
The cow while suckling her pigs i half hold of. Just the same, the deshould be kept as quiet as possible. sign Is going to be chnnged.
She should not be expected to root for
The face of the new half dollar
her living.
Liberty, with a backbears a
ground of the American Aug flying to
It Is cheaper to buy scrub horses breeze. The goddess is striding to
than to raise them and you don't ward the dnwn of a new duy, carrying laurel nnd oak branches, symbolic of civil
need to wait three or four years for nd military glory. The reverse side shows an eagle perched high upon a nioun
them, either.
tain crag, wings unfolded. Growing from a rift In the rock Is a sapling ol
e
mountain pine, symbolic of America.
war
on
Muke
the vermin, whether
piece Is Intended to typify th awakening of the
The design of the
In the poultry house or on the pigs, country to Its own protection. Secretary McAdoo's announnemtnt states. Libcalves or colts. A thorough spray with erty, a
figure. Is shown stepping toward the country's gateway,
a good Insecticide will give results,
bearing upraised a shield, from which the covering is being drawn. The right
e
hand bears an olive branch of peace. Both the half dollar and the quarter bear
Rotation ot crops la not only good the phrase, "In God We Trust"
for the soli and pocketbook, but It
The design of the dime la simple. Liberty, with a winged cap, la shown
la correspondingly hard on weeds and oa the foreslde, and on the reverse Is a design of a bundle of rods and a battl
way
way.
only
the
Insects. It la the
u: symbolic of unity, "wherein lies the Nation's etrenfth.
.

thle reliable medicine by Parcel Poet,
also pamphlet telling about It.
Adureaa Dr. Kilmer A Co., Blnfhamton,
The other day a bareheaded little N. Y.. and enclose tea cents, also mes
between three and Uen tola paper.
boy, apparently
four years old, went Into the drug
Monoclones Itself Again.
store of James Whlnrcy In Muncie and
only a few million
niouoclonius,
A
said to the proprietor: "I want a years old, but scrambled apart Ilka
quarter's worth of toothpaste." After Humpty-Dumpthas been put togethMr. Whlnrey had wrapped up the packer ugaln by Bnrnura Brown and
age and given It to the lad, the latter mounted In
tbe American Museum of
said, "Charge this to mamma."
Natural History. Mr. Brown found
your
bafthe
asked
boy
are
"Whose
dinosaur, with Its
his
fled druggist, who failed to recognize
skull and relatively small brain,
the youngster.
entombed In the rocks of Alberta, Can"Why, I'm mamma's boy," said he, ada, wliero it once had roamed through
and could not be Induced to tell his tropical glades. Hardly a piece was
name.
missing of the 17 feet from tip of tall
"I thought Td take a chance on the to nose. Hut the pieces had to be
kid, anyway," said Whlnrey, In relat- sorted. This cretaceous,
ing the story, "because I figured out animal was rich In toes and teeth. In
that no boy of that nge would osk for the mouth, which was guarded by a
toothpaste unless he had been sent by horny sheath, nestled 00 teeth, SO In
an elder person. It he had asked for each Jaw and double rooted. Five toes
candy, It would have been different. graced each of the front and hind feet.
And sure enough, I had read human na- Mnny of these toes were adorned by
ture correctly for two or three dnys hoofs. The specimen Is considered a
woman, whom I rare find.
later a
had never seen before, entered the
store, and approaching me, said, 'Did
my little boy get some toothpaste In
here tho other dnyf
" 'Yes' in,' I snld, no she handed me a
quarter and walked out without saying
anything as to who she was. But I'll
find out that family's name If It takes
all summer." Indlnnapolls News.
five-fo-

three-horne- d

herb-eatin-

d

Boys Become 8caree.

For the first time In more than 20
years the Children's Aid society of

New York Is unable to furnish enough
boys to families who want either to
ndopt them or care for them until the
boys become of age. The reoson for
this is the compnlgn for mllltory preparedness and the great demand for
workers In war munition factories.
Almost every day letters come to
the society heodquarters asking for
boys who have been trained at Its farm
school.
Last month 41 of the society's boys,
years old, ensixteen to twenty-on- e
listed In the army and nnvy service
for boys. The munition factories take
a large number of the older boys.
Education Is a "leading out;" our
book sharks too often think of It ns a
process of pouring In.
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(Original, Century-old- )
FLORIDA WATII
" Grandfather used It; eo doee father. It'i tbe beet thluc, bar none,
1 know of.
It ooole the ikln delightfully, and makes one feel and
smell clean. Mabel sen It'a the
only perfume a man hoiild nee.
But be euro you get only MrnsiT
Lissis'e, the original Florida
Water.oreated by them more tbaa
a hundred years ago, Thfre are
Iota of Imitations, but they oan't
touch the real thing."
OLD BV

LEADING DftUOOIBTa

piRruMcna
and
m&tUd for tl x
In ttemps

Sunpta St,

tnta
aWiilat,"Builrtii BU" ssnssesl
LANMAN at KRMP
1SB

Water Street,

DAISY

FIT KILLER

f

1

Tork
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tin.

sulsl, saBlssUlsrejs

ovsri win est soil St

lajers ssytslat,

can't find
time to meddle with things that don't
saasLS lestsaa, ue
W. N. U

Be

Osstsslsse sfseuve.
All OealereeM seal
usnss ssie for UM
Sslk Are., BrstUra, a. V.

DENVER, NO.

Tbrco Hundred Million
Bushel Groo in 1915
FaraMrs pay far their laae with ese year'a crop
aai prosperity waa never se treat

Regarding Western Canada as a grain
producer, a prominent business man
says: "Canada's position today is
sounder than ever. There is more
wheat, more oats, more grain for feed, 20 more cattle than
last year and more hogs. The war market in Europe needs

our surplus. As for the wheat crop, it is marvelous and a monument of strength
for business confidence to build upon, exceeding the most optimistic predictions."

h

h

S

Sasl, elasa, sr.
aamsatel, SDSvaslest.

oust. Lasts all
aeaaon. asdssi

A busy man Is one who

Russia has 80 grand dukes.

Mew
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Makes the laundress happy that's Red
Oroee Bag Blue. Makei beautiful, clear
white clotbee. All good grocers. Adv.

concern him.

Alter snaring
I Always Use

LI

Wh aataveragmdln 19 15 over 25 tuahalaparaorm

Oats averagod In 19 1 5 over 45 buahela par aoro
Darleyaveragadln1915ovar40baahelaperaore
Prices are high, markets convenient, excellent land, low In price either Improved or otherwise, ranging from $12 to $30 per acre. Free homestead
lands sre plentiful and not far from railway lines and convenient to good
schools and churches. The climate is healthful.
war fas aa laae, ear la there ear ceaaerlaHea. Per complete InforThere la

mation ee to beet kxatione for srttlrment, reduced railroad rates and descriptive Illustrated
pamphlet, srtrlreaa Superintendent InunieraUoa, Ottawa, or

W. V. BENNETTt Reesa 4, Bee Bldg
Canadian Gorsnunenl Agsot

Oaiaba, Nekr.
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Saved GiiTs

"I want to tell you what wonderful benefit

I

Black-Draug-

t,"

WHOSE ASSETTS?

0
0

have rewrites

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ceived from the use of Thedford 's
Mrs. Sylvania Woods, of Clifton Mills, Ky.
"It certainly has no equal for la grippe, bad colds,
liver and stomach troubles. I firmly believe Black-Draug- ht
saved my little girl's life. When she had the measles,
they went In on her, but one good dose of Thedford's
made them break out, and she has had no
more trouble. 1 shall never be without
Black-Draugh-

a

ht

C

THEDFORD'S

OURTEOUS

On August 17 et 7 . M. The Clovis News will
Give Away, Absolutely Free, One Piano, a
Bracelet Gold Watch, a Scholarship in the
Draughn Business College of Amarillo, Tex.
and a nice lot of cash.

L IBERAL
0 BLIGING

0

V

IGILENT

I
s

NFLUENTIAL
OUND

N OTABLE
A

CCESSIBLE

Cabinet Grand Piano
THE PIANO a $400.00
of Clovis and is on
Co.
Music
has been purchased of the Croft
display now at their music store, West Grand Avenue. Call
and see it and ask the Crofts about it.
THE GOLD WATCH has been purchased of the Denhof
Jewelry Company and is on display at their store on South
Main street Call and see it and let Mr. Denhof tell you about
it.
THE SCHOLARSHIP is in our possession and the fact
that it is from the Draughn Business College is sufficient
guarantee that there is none better.
The piano will be awarded the young lady who gets the
greatest number of votes based on coupons and subscriptions,
new or renewals, to THE CLOVIS NEWS by 7 p. m. Aug. 17.
The one who gets the second largest number of subscriptions will have choice between the gold watch and the scholarship. The other prizes and cash will be awarded in regular
order of the standing of the contestants.
This is a rare opportunity for the young ladies of Clovis
and this section to win a valuable prize or make some mighty
Cable-Nelso- n

T ALENTED

For constipation, Indigestion, headache, dizziness, malaria, chills and fever, biliousness, and all similar
has proved Itself a safe,
ailments, Thedford's Black-Draug-ht
remedy.
valuable
and
gentle
reliable,
If you suffer from any of these complaints, try Black-DraugIt is a medicine of known merit Seventy-fiv- e
years of splendid success proves Its value. Good far
Price 25 cents.
young and old. For sale everywhere.
In my home."

ht.
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J. W. Aherne and wife were
visitors in Roswell, the first of
the week.
J. C. lucky and wife are
Is a serious question, .spending a few days visiting
ON'S. Fifty BIG col elatives in Portales
aw in positions;
Miss Ella Curren, who has
Mrs. E. W. i,B.riL,"5end.
ill with typhoid fever is on
been
in? a very delightful time with
to recovery.
road
the
relatives in Michigan.
Take your Kokaks to the
Miss Annie Lyons of Amarillo
Studio where you can ge
pent Sunday with isiatives at
tf
work done.
first
class
the Antlers.
PresbyR. Carver.
Rev.
J.
C. V. Steed, the undertaker,
pastor at Ft Su nner, was
made a business trip to Grady, terian
visitor Tuesday.
Clovis
a
Monday.
Kenneth Lowing, of this city,
The infant child of Mr.
registered at the historical
was
the garage man, died last
museum
at Santa Fe, Monday.
Thursday. The funeral occurred
R. D. Elder, of St Vrain. aton Friday.
tended
the meeting of County
District Attorney K. K. Scott,
f Roswell, was in the city Mon- Commissioners in Clovis
day attending the meeting of
Jask Prichard. field agent of
the County Commissioners.
Case Implement Company of
the
Mrs. W. R. Carter of Brook
was in Clovis this
Amarillo.
parTexas is visiting her
on
week
business
ents Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Hall
Sam Ruggea and wife of Ama
four miles South of the city.
rillo
were here Tuesday. They
Miss Lelia George, one of the
through in their automo
came
popular school teachers of Clovis

Local and Personal

j

PRIZES GIVEN AWAY IN
THE NEWS CAMPAIGN ! !

N OTEWORTHY
A CCOMMODATING

L EGI1IMATE
B ANKING
A

LL

N OW
K NOW

"THE

SAFETY

BANK

THAT ACCOMODATES"

SERVICE

SECURITY

good money.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Keithley and
son of Friona drove down Sun-

day and enjoyed a delicious
dinner at the Antlers.
FOR SALE Good Piano and
loi House Hold goods, Bargains.
must sell. No. 501 North Pyle
A 17 p
Street.
Mrs. J. H. Croft is visiting
relatives here. J. H. Crolt waa -formerly in the jewelry business
in this city.
As a rule I have no trouble
fitting glasses.
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
,olo And t m t woman
J. F. White and B. B. Allen,
of House, were in Clovis Tuesday and Wednesday.
A SCENE FROM
M.
Rice, daughter and son
J.
each filed on a half se.tion of
homestead land ten miles South
west of Clovis, this week.
The Osteopath has littie use Featuring Theda Baba. and
for Chloroform in confinement
presented at the AIRDOMK
Dr. H. R. Gibson
cases.
bile.
will soon return here.
Rath
Tuesday, August loth. 1916
Mrs. A. J. Whitehead and
Scott, daughter of Dr. Scott, has
Chester McGee and and Harry
beea spending the summer with daughter Mildred and otheis Birdsall were in Clovis Tuesday
Miss George and will return with spent last Sunday at the Brakes, as land witnesses for S. A. Bill
Mrs. J. II. Messer will return
ington. who mide final proof on Friday from Artetia. where she
ber.
North of the City.
his farm near Havener.
has been visiting her mother
Miss Mamie Kerr, who has during the past month.
teen connected with the Elite J. W. Wilkinson one of Clovis'
confectionery store, has taken a prominent real estate men, is
MISS NORMA BAKER
similar position in the Parish visiting relatives back in the old
Conservatory
Candy Kitchen.
Graduate Henderson-Browhme in Georgia and will be abOsteopathy is good treatment sent for two or three weeks.
Now organizing class in Piano.
for all children's diseases.
Modern methods in teaching.
FOR SALE -- Good Piano and
II
Gibson.
R.
Dr.
lot
House Hold goods, Bargairs
Phone 413
East Grand Ave.
Claude Miller, the energetic must sell. No. 501 North Pyle
A 17 p.
live wire president of the Cham Street.
ber of Commerce, has returned
Mr. Mills, of Los Angeles Cal.
from a two weeks' sojourn in legal advisor of the street car
Oklahoma.
company in that city, was here
The County Clerk has posted this week visiting his brother
notices that the drawiag for Ran Mills.
grand and petit juries will occur,
Charles E Litchfield, principal
at the Court house in Clovis, of the Melrose schools spent
3 o'clock.
8
several days in Clovis this week.
It is with pleasure that we announce that E. H. Calhoun September the at
Don't forget to see McBride He has been spending his va
has located in Clovis and will be the District Manager
for the Praetorians.
before having your pictures cation in Kosweil, N. M. ana
made.
tf Wellington Texas.
Clovis Council in Fine Condition
If you owe anyone and want
W. L. Mansfield and Ira R.
Clovis has a splendid membership and with the
Gibbs leave Saturady for Den to psy it or if anyone owes you
of all members of Clovis Council the membership
ver. They will go by rail but and you wmt them to pay if,
should be doubled in the next ?ix months.
will drive back in Mr. Mans see Florence C. Painter. 508 N.
J 28 A
Pile St.
Women Admitted.
field's automobile.
Miss Olivia Thompson and
F. L. Collins of Oklahoma City
Women are admitted in The Praetorians on the same
was in Clovis this week on busi Mrs. Fannie Seamens of Cana
rate basis as men. All meet in the same .lodge room.
ness with Baker Brothers. Mr. dian Texas are visiting friends
This makes a splendid social feature,
Collins represents some Eastern in Clovis. Miss Thompson was
Accident Benefits.
formerly a stenographer in First
loan companies.
National Bank.
Every policy The Praetorians write has accident beneBert Curless has erected a numfits. This feature goes with every policy without extra
L. R. Conarty. local agent for
ber of new metal sign boards
cost.
Santa Fe, informs us that
the
throughout the city. They are
is now enjoying a large
road
the
imgreat
and a
right
Give Mr. Calhoun an opportunity to explain our differbusiness and
transcontinental
old
board
over
provement
the
ent plans and special benefits to you.
that frem four to five through
signs.
trains loaded with California
fruit are going East daily.
Mc-Bri-

Ham-mit-

mm-:

PLAINVIEW NURSERY COMPANY
PLAINVIEW, TEXAS.
Growers of Choice fruib and Shade Trees,
Flowering Shrubs, Roots etc,
Our fruits won prizes on all enteries made at the
Intornational Dry Farming and Soil Produce Exposition
at Denver, Sept. 26 to Oct. 10, 1915.
Also on all entries mvJe at the Cotton Palace Exposition at Waco, Nov. 1915. The first prize on best collection of fruit from any one grower was won by the
Plainview Nursery.
Ever-green- s,

1

t,

L. S. BECKLEY, Agent for CURRY COUNTY

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
LI iTT1

"Gold and

the Woman"

ing
Let Us Do Your Job Work
crank for my
Don't forget that the News is Franklin car between T. J.
equipped for all kind of job Gamble's Hace and Clovis. $1.00
printing. None no large or too reward for its return to Barry
LOST-Start-

small for us to handle.
number 97.

B. SAVAGE, State Mgr.
ROSWELL, N. M.

- REPRESENTING

The Praetorians

L.

C.

Fen wick.

pd.

STANTON. MARTIN COUNTY,

TEXAS.

Boarding and Day School for the practical and refined
Education of Young Ladies and Little Girls.
Also Boys under fourteen years of age.
High School, Commercial, Grammar and Primary Departments. Music, Vocal and Instrumental. Expression
and Needlework included in the curriculum.
For catalog and necessary information, address:
A

SISTERS OF MERCY,

rag

''

Stanton, Teaas.

"
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lip

J.

Co.-1

Academy of Our Lady of Mercy

n

Special Notice

Phone Hardware
J 27 A

Keelock

No more annoyance with loose

Have your glasses Kee
locked and cease to worry
Done while you wait.
Denhof Jewelry Co.
Registered Optometrist.
lenes.

Home Office
Dallas, Texas

Electric light globes and fix
tures.
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Scene from "Gold and the Woman"
a Fox Photoplay featuring THEDA
BAR A, Presented at the Airdome
Tuesday, August 15th 1916.

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

O-- I F YOU WAN TO
TP

nfH

V,

D

rut Your Ad

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tues- day night at Masonic Hall
R. L. Pryor, W. M.
J' Whitin Secretary- -

In

GLOVIS NEWS

THE

G1V.

riT II

7

c,ovU

Krll

1

&

hmbalmer

14.

Both Day and Night Phone

RELIABILITY

BERT CURLESS
high grade
HOFTSR PATNTTTW
interior finishing and decorating
tinting, wall papering, etc
youR

f

0.

Phone 32.

Antler. Bldg.

star

k.

j-

'

Duckworth, E. R.
FrittB. Herod. Secretary.

-J

.

A. L. Gurley

No. 36.
Meets every 2nd a 4th TueeBday

fSSMS

Clovis Review No. 10.

Meets every second

rpi
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rCk

portales,

X"n
I alfYllQ
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( JOHNSHN

.

money
TALKING MACHINES, INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS. SOUVENIRS. BOOKS, STATIONERY,

xa

TAe

CUT GLASS. IVORY,

ETC.

meeting in this city again this
year. The regular camp meeting services will begin tonight.
The camp meeting will be attended by many of the members
of the church from different
part, of the state who will camp
on the grounds which are located two blocks West of the new
Christian church near the new
Seventh Day Adventist church
building.
Prominent speakers from other
states will be present during the
meeting, among whom is Prof.
J. L Shaw who has spent many
years in India in educational
work; also Eld. J. W. Christian
the president of the Southwestern Union Conference.

I treat all diseases and disComplete stock of well supplise orders of women.
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
Barry Hardware Co,

FIX UP YOUR FENCES!
t.Z3

ff.

i
i

L
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ii iI
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Telephone 58.

Store

W. II. DUCKWOHTH. Owner.
We deliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from us in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is
sent

I

Jj

Part of the Clean Up and Paint Up PUa Is to
Put Your Preniae. in Good Repair.
ft.if

Ik

n
ui
II I l

fk

Vint

rUtm

Rnuth

luaku

mmA

Dreued Stock Will B Fund Vtry
Satitfictory (or All Kindt of
CoDitructloa Work.

Phone

nKUSJ.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

-

Seventh Day Adventists
Treat Moth. Kindly
In The District Court of
Advise. Theda Bara The Seventh Day Adventists Curry County, New Mexico
"If you are troubled with moths of New Mexico will hold their MYRTLE SEBASTIAN.
'wine 'em and dine 'em,' " says annual Conference and camp
Plaintiff.

if
i
ii

ll.lQ

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
"satisfaction guaranteed or your
refunded"

Free Delivery

Theda Bara. star of the William
Fox production, "Gold and the
'Woman." Miss Bara'. advise is
te be taken literally. Her maid,
discontinuing the use of cedar
chests, has found that garments
wrapped in newspapers which
have been sprinkled with eau de
cologne are secure against moths.
Miss Bara's explanation is that
the moths drink the cologne and
bscome intoxicated. While intoxicated they become introspective and realize their lowly position in life. Introspection i.
followed by a longing for erudition. In their voracity for
knowledge they eat the newspapers and absorb so much
that they burst.

XT

fcmbalmerS and Funeral Directors

The Southwestern Drug Company

'

farwell.

Furniture and
Undertaking Co.

Covenant Encampment No. 13
Clovi. District Meets every 4th Wednesday
Mp- A- s- - FuJua s- A- B- - M- evenings at Masonic Hall. Thos. LADY ASSISTANT
Ray, C. P.; L. J. Morton, Scribe. Day Phone 211.
Brizendine. Re?
E. H. Calhoun,
-

.

Maff :c Citv
. .

month only.

patronage solicited.

arehouses-Undertaker

. melhose, .

Thursday

Encampment

392.

ALL THE NEWS THAT'S
fTIT TQ DRIMT

.

Ytomen

uTTTuT

Wk,tet0We' L

-w-

clovi,

:

Broom Corn Co.

Clovis Phone

-j

Clovis Homestead No. 2620 B.A.
Meet, every Monday evening
at Yeomen H.1I.-R- .B.
Stanton,
Hon. For. ; L. A. Wright, Corr.

r-

the

BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

SStSMSM

night in the Elks Hall, once la

NEW MEXICO

KODAKS.

e

Meets 1st
e. h. Robmson, tierk.
tnd 3rd Fridgy afternoong at
W. T. Powers,
Clovi. Council Praetorian. Elk. Hall.-M- rs.
Comm ; Mrs. c. Boppenmeyer,
No 770

and artistic

work promptly executed.
CLOVIS,

R

l"d8rd

tt"!
W. H.

.

PHONE 254

UdZ 3i.a

clovi.

Manager Clovis Cemetery
Phone

a

:

We are Agents for Eight of

Thursday evenings
at Yeoman Hall. Chas. E. Dar- Mrs. M. E. Burns,

Meets every Thursday night at dav evenings at Masonic Hall.
Cordelia Boppenmeyer, W. M.;
Masonic Hall.
Myrtle Marsh, Sec.
L J. Morton, N. G.
Lem A Wrightt Sccretary'
RebeccM

JULjJL

kJ

The Curren Agency
INSURANCE

Clovi. Lodge A. F. and A. Knight. & Ladies of Security
Clovis Council No. 2554. MeeU
M. No. 40.

1

J Paj17!PSUunty
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D!

TU

LODGE DIRECTORY

23

LONE (STAR LBR. CO.

VS
R. W. SIMMONS,

I

No. 930.

Defendant.

I
I

notice of sale of real estatb
under attachment.

I

the highest bidder for cash in
hand, the following described
real estate, upon which said attachment was levied, sustained
and ordered sold,
All of the N. W.
of Section
or Survey 4, Twp. 5 N. of R. 31
E , N. M. P. M., and the pro.
ceeds arising from said sale will
be applied to satisfy and discharge said judgment and indebtedness, the balance, if any,
to be returned to the said defendant.
WITNESS my official hand,
this the 19th day of July, A. D.
to-wi- t:

J

New Mexico Bar
Association

4

WHEREAS, on the 16th day
of May, A. D. 1916, in an action
pending in the District Court of
Curry Ceunty, New Mexico,
wherein Myrtle Sebastian was
plaintiff and R. W. Simmon, was 1916.
defendant, and being numbered
930 on the civil docket of said
Court, judgment was rendered
in favor of plaintiff and against
the defendant for the sum of
$634.30, balance due upon principal and interest of a certain
promissory note, with interest
thereon from date of said judgment at the rate of eight per
cent per annum, and the further
sum of $03.40, as attorney's fee,
with interest thereon from the
date of said judgment at the
rate of six per cent per aanum,
and in said judgment an attachment lien was sustained against
the real estate levied upon under
a writ of attachment issued out
of said cause and the real estate
hereinafter described, so covered
by said attachment lien, was
ordered sold to satisfy said judg
ment and indebtedness.
NOW. THEREFORE, notice
is hereby given that the undersigned, D. L. Moye, a. Sheriff of
Curry County, New Mexico, acting under and by the authority
of said writ of attachment and
the orders and judgment of said
Court in said cause, will on the
22nd day of August. A. D. 1916,
at the hour of two o'clock p. m. ,
at the south door of the Court
House, in the City of Clovis,
Curry County, New Mexico,
offer and expose for sale, at
public outcry and vendue, to

S3

with the order.

Santa Fe, N.

M.,

August

14-1- 5,

1916

For the above occasion, The Santa Fe will have in effect
the very low rate of $14.40 for the round trip from Clovis,
on sale daily.

L. R. Conarty,

Agt.

D. L. Moye,
Sheriff of Curry County,
New Mexico.

July

g.

18.

Farmer, and Stockmen.
Let the News print you tome
s
and envelopes, this
is one of our specialties. The
cost is small. Drop in and see
us the next time you come to

Are you a reader of your home paper?
If not, let us put your name on our
ever increasing list.

letter-head-

town.
Miss Olivia Thompson,
of
Canadian, Texas, who has been
visiting the home of John
left Monday for Roswell
to spend her vacation with her
sister.
Mc-Min- n,

Osborne and Wright will give
away another Lady's Break fas",
set next Friday Aug. 17 to the
lady making the largest cash
purchase at their store between
August 11 and 17.

Car of barb wire and woven
fence just received.
Barry Hardware Co.

HENRY BARRIS
Concrete

Contractor

Sidewalk, Pebbledashing,
Stock Tank and all kinds
of Concrete Construction
Work. Estimates cheerfully furnished on request

BEST TONSORIAL WORK
AT THE

Clovis

Barber Shop

Crane & Williams, Props.
Oldest e8tabliahed shop in the
Baths always ready
ity

References: Any reputable
Basinets Concern in Clovis.

Phone 328

THE CLOVIS NEWS

"FIGHTING

SIXTY-NINT-

GETTING AWAY

H"

WANTS TO FIGHT,

NOVEL

WEED

BURNER

MY HEALTH

i

BUT IN AMERICA

r

ft

j

To Lydia E. PinkWi Ve
e table Compound

James Bracy, Black, of Ports
mouth, Doesn't Care for

tt
Washington Park, VI- -"I
mother of four children and have suf
fered witn xemaia
trouble, backache,
nervous spells and
the blues. My children's loud taiklnf
and romping would
make me so nervona
I could Joat tear

Foreign Legion.

"SCRAPS"

AROUND WKOLELOT

of the Germans, but
Wants to Battle With Them at
Home Where He Knows the
Country.

Isn't Afraid

scene in I hi' ruilruiul siding showing (he crowd of Mpecliilors, uimmg
wore (ho wives, mothers uud sweethearts of (ho "Fighting Sixty'
nlnlli," the first Infantry (iiiltlt if Hip NiiIIuiiiiI (iiiuril of New York to leave
for tho mobilization camp lit Ciinip Wliitinnn, Bookman, N. V.
K

wnoiu

,
Long Stretches of Track Can Be Cleared of Weeds In a Day's Time With
piece
everything-tThla Burner, Which la Pushed 8lowly by a Locomotive.
would ache all
I
and
t
over and feel so sick
In order to check the growth of ers arranged ao that they extend acrosa
that I would not
I
By FRED B. PITNEY.
vegetation along the tracks of the Soo and along the track are held very
want anvone to talk
enabling
the
ground,
to
close
the
Purls. "Yo ull Is Americans, Isn't line between Whltetall and Flaxton,
Lydia E. Flnkham't
contact with the to m at times.
ve?"
N. D., a weed burner has been de- flames to come In
Vegetable Compound and Liver Pilli re
device
part
the
of
The
central
weeds.
It was a very plaintive query, In signed which accomplishes the work
Stored me to health and I want to thank
deed, mid I turned from the iilltiuo reasonably quickly, and at an expense is covered by a shield which fits over yon for the good they have done m. I
prevents
heat
the
the burners and
of trouble and
bile in which 1 had ridden Into La
that la not prohibitive. Gasoline Is from escaping Into the atmosphere. have had quite a bitaffect
my youthiilllioniie, the headquarters of the for
doea not
It
worry
but
supplied
tank
a
from
locoWhen in use It Is pushed by a
eign legion, to see a small and very used as fuel and
looks. My f rlenda say ' Why do yott
ful
contrivance, motive. Popular
Mechanics
black hcuro In the uniform of the mounted at the top of the
look ao young and well t ' I owe It ta
which Is carried on low truck. Hum- French army wutcblng me anxiously.
to the Lydia E. Plnkham remedies."
"Yes," I replied, "we ure Amerl
Mrs. Robt. Stowil, Moor Avenue,
Park, Illinois.
Washington
cans. Are you 7"
OIL AND GREASE
RECOVERS
"Ynssuli," wild the negro. "Jo sills FIRST LINE IN PERSIA
W wish every woman who suffer"
Anglais? Ah
Auiorlculii. i'urlez-vou- s
troubles, nervousneM,
English Invention, It Is Claimed, Will from female
(
blues could see the let
ics f'om I'o'tsmo'tli, Virginia. Muh
the
or
backache
Save Ninety Per cent of the
naino is James Hracy, sub. James RAILROAD CONSIDERED A WONwritten by women made well by Ly
ters
Material Used.
Is yo' got dut name
Iiracy,
dl E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound.
DER BY THE NATIVES.
right? Turnups, yo' wants to write It
If you have any symptom about whlek
An apparatus has been in use by an
down?"
yon would like to know write to the
company
which
by
English
railroad
James was not miirtinl. He wus
Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co., Lynn.
per CPUt ot ,ne
feline. He wus like u small kitten, American Attache Tells of the Initial It Is clnlmed thnt 00
Maaa., for helpful advice given free eg
and
pores
grease
In
oil
and
held
the
nlayliiK
hoggins
to be
around,
charge.
Trip Horses and Cattle Terror-lierngs,
nnd
wnste,
on
the surfaces nf
scratched behind the enrs.
Expected to Cause Comwipers used in keeping machinery
"How Uu you come to be here?" I
HIS TRIBUTE ALL TOO LATE
mercial Development.
clean Is recovered. The arrangement
asked.
e
Is
a
skillful
of
the
adaptation
"Ah come In a grand ship to Hor
Son Should Have Acknowledged Moth.
and the centrifugal, or
Persia's first railroad has been
doniix, wruKtlln' bosses," he replied,
era Goodness While She Could
culled.
la
as
It
sometimes
Jhulfit,
runs
from
pened to traffic. It
"an' when Ah got there, there wnsn't
Appreciate It
centrifugal
nn
outer
The
of
consists
Trunscau-cnslno way to git buck, so Ah 'listed.'
in the frontier of Russia
to the ancient Perslun city of containing fixed cylinder, nnd an In"How long ugo was that?"
Pacifist Henry Ford aald In an interTabriz, a distance of 03 miles. Speed, ner perforated cylinder, which Is made
"Kight mouths, suh."
to revolve at a high speed. The ma- view In Detroit :
Comspecialty.
not
Its
Is
apparently.
He Knows Norfolk.
"Thla war, with the widows It will
to be dried is placed In the peryou know Norfolk mercial Attache Henry I). Duker of terial
"1 suppose
make, reminds me of aad story.
cylinder,
wheu
the
forated
nnd
latter
Petrogrud,
legation
at
American
the
James."
"A girl, beautiful and gay, married
being the Is revolved the material to be dried
"Norfolk?" exclaimed Jumes. "Why who has the distinction of
a atrufgllng man, and In due course
ngalnst
centrifugal
Is
force
by
carried
says
it
possengor,
that
of co'se Ah knows Norfolk. Ah comes first regular
four boys were born to them. Then
took 12 hours for the train to travel the perforated wall of the cylinder, the husband died.
from I'o'tsmo'th."
and fluid which it contains being carline,
of
the
other
to
end
one
the
from
Comfort?"
"And Old I'olnt
rrhe wtft turned to with a will She
By carriage, however, the trip would ried through the perforations Into the
"Suh?"
containing cylinder, from which educated her boys. Bh tent them to
outer
adds.
days,
he
three
hare
tnken
"Old I'olnt Comfort, Chiimerblaln's
preparatory school and college.
Mr. Buker gives this Interesting ac It Is drawn off. In the apparatus unhotel, Fortress Monroe."
"When they graduated,
rugs,
etc.,
oily
consideration
der
the
:
"No, suh. Ah don't kuow none of count of the new railroad
stylish chaps, their mother was g
revolving
cylinder,
In
pluced
the
are
"Thousands of people, Including all
dem."
elderly, dle
which Is driven by a small steam tur- worn-ou"But If you come from Portsmouth the foreign consuls and other ofllciula
spirited woman. The boys kept up
which
from
led
the
is
bine,
exhaust
nnd know Norfolk, you must know Old In the city, came to witness the enthe revolving cylinder of the cen- home for her, but there was little la
Point. It's only eight miles away,
trance of the first train Into Tubrlx, Into
trifugal, where it molts the grease, common between them, and In a few
as
excitement
means
"you
was
Immense
James,
"Awh, nuiu
and Uiere
years she took sick and died.
Hampton Ilnnds.
Why, yussuh, Ah the blowing of whistles announced lis loosens the oil, and helps them to
"On her deathbed the oldest boy,
The
themselves
cloths.
from
the
free
knows Hampton Roads. Ah suited out approach. In front of the locomotive
promising lawyer now, said to hen
recovered,
waste
wipers
are
also
either
Pertah Hampton Roads when Ah come was a huge emblem showing the
" 'Ton have been a good mother to
directly
treatment In the centrl
lieali."
sian lion with the sword, with the sun fttgal or after
us.'
dirty
us
arc
where
the
cloths
James crept n little closer, and be In the background. The train con- well as oily,
"She flushed with pleasnre, and ah
after subsequent washing
came confidential. "Does yo' nil reclr sisted only of freight curs, the railanawered In a very low voice t
by
ordinary
luundry
machinery.
Where
on America Is goln' to git Into de road being at present Intended not for
"You never snld ao before, John.'
oil Is used only, the waste la
wall?" ho asked.
carrying passengers, but for military clean
"A few minutes later she waa dead."
oil has
ready
directly
service
for
Its
to
you
come
In?"
purposes.
want America
"Do
squeezed out.
I queried.
"The great crowds waited to sop the been
FOR BABY RASHES
"Yussuh," he snld eagerly. "Yussuh, train stnrt on Its return trip. Through
Powerful Headlights Ordered.
Ah nuo' does want America to come the courtesy of the Russlnn military
The interstate commerce commission Cutleura Soap la Best Becaue S
Into ills heuh with."
authorities I was permitted to be tho
Soothing and Cooling. Trial Free.
Why?"
first passenger on this first train, on sustained tho rule requiring that nil
Wants to Fight Germans.
rullrond locomotives ho equipped with
Its return to the International bounIf baby la troubled with rashes, ee
Tuiise," he replied, "ov'ybody roun' dary, one of the freight curs being l.WHI-feheadlights between sunset
semes, Rollings, channgs or hot. Irribeah says If America comes in we all spoclully furnished for my accommo and sunrise.
Americans 'd he 'miitlrally released dation. The train loft Tubrlx about
At the several hearings hold by the tated skin follow Cutleura Soap bath
an' could go home. An," hn added, five o'clock In the afternoon, nnd tho commission, rullrond ohVluls snld It with light application of Cutleura Ointplcndlngly, "Ah sho' would like to distance of 03 miles to .Thulfa, on the would cost at lenst 15,01X1,000 to put ment to the affected part Nothing se
soothing, cooling and refreshing when
r
wenh some clo'es again some
this rule Into effect.
Arus river, separating Russlnn Transclo'es. Dese heah nln't clo'es, rightly caucasia from Persia, was covered by
The rule, which wns favored by the be Is fretful and sleepless.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Itrothprhood nf Locomotive Engineers,
spea kin', an' Ah sho' would like to five o'clock the following morning.
Address postcard, Cutleura, Dept L,
weuh some clo'es again, suh."
"After the train left Tnhrlx It wns follows :
Sold everywhere. Adv.
Rut don't you want to fight the Interesting to watch the excitement oc"Each locomotive used In road serv' Boston.
riorumns, James?" I usked,
casioned among the rural population. Ice between sunset nnd sunrise shall
"Ya
"Yussuh, yussuh," he suld.
Hen Hatches Woodpecker.
In the different vlllnges tin people have a headlight which will enubl
It Is unusual for a hen to hatch out
suh. Ah wants to fight do (iormnns, climbed up on the roofs of their mud persons with normal vision in the cnb
Rut Ah wc.nts to fight 'em ut home. houses to see this great spectacle; It of the locomotive, under normal wenth a woodpecker, but ao Instance Is reAh sho' wnnts to lick de (iermans to was probnbly the first time Hint most er conditions, tn see a dark object the ported by Ira Cordrey, a farmer livtl finish. Rut Ah wnnts tn do It In of them hnd ever seen a rullrond train.
slr.e of a man for a distance of 1.000 ing nenr here.
do I'nlted States of America. Ahse The sheep and cattle nnd tenuis of feet or more ahead of the locomotive,
The hen hnd been missing for some
eager to fight de (ierinans. Dey ain't horses along the routP wore greatly nnd such headlights must be inula time. When found she was mothering
11 hnby chicks and one tiny woodnobody moh enger'n Ah am tn fight terrlflPd."
tulned In good order."
'em in Pn'tsino'th, Virginia, whenh Ah
The rule wns promulgated on Octo pecker, which appeared perfectly hapThe railroad nmy possibly ho ex
knows de country nn' do people nn' tended to Teheran, the capital of Per- ber 11 Inst your, hut the railroad presl py to let the hen scratch worms for
Ah can fight 'em right."
sia, and thence through Ispahan to dents of the country asked for nnd It, and the hen la paying Just as muck
"You must have hud snino experi Hcluchlstun, where it would connect were granted several hearings. They attention to the little woodpecker as
It Is to her brood of chicks.
ence already, James, ' I said, "lou with the railroad system of British vigorously protested.
The woodpecker's appearance Is exhave been In the legion eight months; India.
In addition to the heavy cost, they
you must have done some scrapping."
It Is expected that the new line will argued that the powerful lights would plained on the supposition that s
'Oh, yussuh," he replied. "Ah dono bring nn enormous cominerclul dovi4- - blind nnd bewilder persons crossing woodpecker laid the egg In the hen's
nest while the hen was off looking for
right cnnsldahbul scrnppln'."
iptnent to the region of Persia which railroad trucks.
food. Federalsburg
(Md.)
"Whnt part of the front have you It trnvprses, where there tire mnny
Dispatch
Philadelphia Inquirer.
boon to?" I nsked.
mines not worked up to now on ac
8peed of German Train.
Whole Lot
Scraps Around
count of transportation difficulties.
The fastest German train Is snld to
"Ah ain't boon to de front," he said. The railroad will probably divert traf he the express train
20) beTheah's a couple nf other fellahs nn' fic from the caravan route via the tween Rerlln and Hamburg. It takes
me scraps a roun lieali u whole lot. Illack sea port nf Trelilzond to the 104 minutes to cover 178.20 miles, and
Don't worry about a bad back.
Sometimes we wrnstles an' sometimes railroad route via Tlflis In the Cau has consequently a speed ot 55.15
Get rid of It Probably your kidcasus.
we scraps, but mostly we scraps."
miles per hour. The express train
neys are out of order. Resume senWe hud gone to I, a Vullbonne tn see
Tobrlx. terminus of the line, Is the
8) on the route between Hansible habits and help the kidneys.
tho American members of the for- world's loading rnrpet market, ami bus over and Prussian Mlnden takes 43
Then, kldnoy backache will go)
eign legion who were still at tho depot, about 200,000 Inhabitants.
The
minutes to cover 30.70 miles.
also the dlzty spells, lameness, stiffand I usked Jumps If we would see
g
ness, tired feelings, nervousness,
third fastest train Is the
him In the squad.
Engine Treated Master Kindly.
rheumatic pains snd bladder trouexpress
70), which
"No, suh," he snld, "Ah nln't golu'
bles. Use Doan's Kidney Pills.
A yard engineer at Van Wert, O., has a speed of 54.80 miles per hour.
Thousands
to he In It."
recommend them.
oft the cab of the locomotive, while Then come three express trains milk"Why not?" I asked.
waiting on a siding, laid down along ing the Journey between Berlin and
"Ah heuhd yo' all wus comln'," he the track with his head on the mil Hallo at the rate of 54.80 miles per
Mexico Cim
explained, "nnd Ah went to Sergeant nnd went to sleep. A leaky valve per- hour.
Mrs.
Adair,
snys,
him,
says
Ah
to
Roullgay nn' Ah
Edith SL.
mitted the engine to move three feet.
Albuquerque,
HAJL
salutlu' of co'se, 'sergeant,' Ah snys, The wheel pushed his head aside but
tin., nm i neiri
Immense 8avlng Possible.
pain In my beok,
'when de gommuns comes to sec de ruined 'he cup he was wearing.
below my snouldtr
The coal bill nf one railroad In thla
legion, Ahse ready, when yo" Is. To'
bltde. Win I
country, and not the largest, for Inst
on
mv i
cun cull on me,' Ah snys.
t or
Natural Expectation.
year was $0,531,502. One shovelful of
welkins around, t
"Hut Sorgennt Roullgny comes from
"Wl.ore'a your aeroplune, Mr. Smith? coal saved out of each ten,
Uie
didn't
f
which la
trouble,
New Orleans, an' he looked u! me an'
but the
looked out In the front street and
minute I sat down,
ho snys, 'We don't need yon.' he says, In our backyard, hut I couldn't spe not a difficult or Impossible achievethe
ment, In view of tho existing wasteful
nn' he turned 'roun' nn' wii'.Wed awoy. none."
firing
locomotives,
methods
of
would
Ah reckon It's 'cause Ah'm ciillud, sc
brnuvnt rallnf. I use them occasion- Why, I have no aeroplane, my boy.
ally,
effect an annual saving of 1053,150.20
I nnd n
er thorn and they
Ah come ovah henh to nsk yo If yo' What inado you think I had?"
always
give quliok aai euro relief."
effiany
way
In
Impairing
without
the
ull thinks Mlstuh Wilson Is goln' to do
"Didn't you tell pa you cume here ciency ot the railroad.
m
flai
1
a a
anything 'bout de wah so we all can to see him on a flying visit?"
go home."
Fast Mall Train.
Thought Whalebones Improved Figures
FOSTIMiUUIUf CO, BUFFALO. N. T.
A train without a single operator
Train Rider No Respecter of Irons.
Patrice I understand that each
Rudolph
carry
Mlchclott, a whale carries about half a ton of aboard will
Rlrdsbow, Pa.
London's mall
through the nine-foo- t
tunnel which the
truln rider arrested by nn ofllcer of whalebone about blm."
city plans to build. The train will
the Rending ru II road, niiinnged to Jump
Patrice I can't believe it.
n freight truln and esenpe in spite of
travel at the rate of 25 miles nn hour,
And why notr
f HCC
the fuct thnt both his bands were man"Why, Just tee what awful figures and will stop at little platform sta- k.l.lwH,fnI,,lnblBoooilnlloll
(. MlHUt, SOT.
lit a humu T .rsicia
acled In Iroua
tions along the route.
they have."
o

d

steam-turbin-

dltimoler, how n y will It take
lo
girdle
It?" Slung
answered
in

IS REAL PRODIGY

"1, 207,21 K,000."

Stong Solves Most Intricate Problems Quickly and

William

Without Effort.

ANSWERS APPEAL INSTANTLY
Hi Declined

Many Offers to Travel
and Demonstrate His Gift In Public Enjoys Amazement
He Evokes.

fllno- - Ingtnn, III. Illinois possesses
a imttucmutlral prodigy In Wllllnin
Stnng, twenty-eigh- t
yours old of Tazewell county. Mo has boon nlilo to solve
any problem in arithmetic that Iiiim
boon given to liiin.
llo reels off millions it ml billions wlili equal precision iiml promptness, lino of his fonts
is to wuiidcr down to tin- - nillwny
whi'ii a freight train dashes awuy
and add up tho numhors on tho sides
of tho oars, lly tho timo tho last cur
has passed ho has tho total,
People who are skoplleal eoneorniiiK
his powers romp long distances to
test them.
They are primed with
prolilems, Imt all prove
easy for Stong. one of tho most
questions relates to tho mimlior of
seconds in a lifetime, given tho date
of lilrlh. One who propounded this
problem cave hlin the ilnte .fununry 'J(l,
18TM.
Klirht off tho reel eamo this re- stn-tln- n

brnln-riirklti-

n

omii-nio-

"Tho Illinois river flows at the rate
culilo feet an hour. If n reser
voir was constructed one mile long,
one mile wide ami half a mile deep,
how limit would it take tn till It If the
water from the river was diverted?'
Strong hesitated for u few moments
ami then imve the answer: "18.'1.01)7,
440 hours."
One mini tested Strong
with this railroad prolilem : "There
are 750,000 miles of steam railroads
In the world. There are 352 mils to
every mile. To every pair of rails
there lire 18 ties with 4 spikes per
tie.
There lire 8 holts to every rail
and 2 steel plates per tie. How many
rails, ties, spikes, etc." Within a few
moments Stong told his audience to
put down the following answer:
"There are 204,(MX),OOO rails, 2.307.000,-00- 0
ties, 528,000,000 flanges, (.riO,504,-IK.( XXI spikes, l,:i02.000.000
holts and
4.752.000,1X10 plates.
At 85 pounds to
the yard there nrc 224.4IX),(XHMXX)
pounds of steel in the mils. At 50
tons per carload, there would he
2,24 iXN) cars or 44.880 trains of 50
curs per train."
Was Despair of Teachers.
Ho was usked to give the total nf
all the numbers from one up to O.OtK),
His answer
iiddlnu them together.
was 4tl.OM4,8(XI. The total of the numbers from one up to 78,(NH) wus 3,042,- of 4H

IN MATHEMATICS

!).'UUXX.

Stong wus usked how many bricks
would be required to lay a pavement
from Now York to Sun Francisco,
1,578 miles, tho pavement
to he 00
foot wide and the brick 8 Inches long
and 2 inches wide. He figured that
It would require
Just 10,201,377,000
bricks.
Asked to divide 08,710.470,730 by
32,708.
bo
Instantly:
answered
"2,0! 17, 105."

Stong says this peculiar tulenl has
boon with him since early youth.

.rvi

111

1

,-

-

I
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FINANCIER

DISOWNED SISTER

t,

reg-ln-

Stop That Ache!

(D-Zu-

Over Her Marriage,
Gave Her No Share In
His Fortune.

Displeased

William Stong.

He

Munich-Nurember-

(D-Zu-

days. .17S.:i!2 hour,
minutes, 1,nU2.21 l.iXX) seconds."
Another prolilem was : "It If) 155
i,w many pounds
miles to Chicago.
of rails In tho track at 8)1 pounds to
Without hesitation cume
the yard."
the reply: "4.'ttJ..'so.iKMi."
Some of His Feats.
Another one wus: "An niitomolille
Wheel is .'10 Inches In diameter, How
ninny revolutions will this wheel make
In traveling tho WO miles to Chicago?"
Strong cume hack with this miswcr:
"104,470 revolutions."
A nail problem came uext.
lie was
told that 82 nulls were to li driven.
One cent wn ild lie paid for tho first,
second and mlilo the
2 cents for
sum for evch succeeding null. Ho was
asked how much he would lie paid for
null.
Almost Inthe
stantly the answer given: "21,474,-00pfy:

He

was tho despair of the teachers and
the envy of the other children when
he solved problems In a moment that
He
required hours for the others.
says there is no particularly severe
mental strain when working out the
IH'oliloms, that I lie answers stand out
la front of
til. so promptly is the response of bis extraordinary bruin to
the demands that ure put upon It.
Stong never grows impatient when
there ure undue demands made upon
him for answers to their prolilems.
He treats ull courteously and enjoys
the look of amazement he evokes.
Stong has had many opportunities
tn travel with a circus and exhibit his
extraordinary mental gift, but has de
clined all offers.

hydro-extracto- r,

"15,8711

Iliiltltnore.

lly

the will of John

IHnek. aged retired financier, probated
recently. $275,000 s left to n number
of Kpiscopul Institutions and tho Johns

Hopkins university, which also become
residuary legatees. Tho estate is estiProvision was
mated ut $1,000,000.
made for one of the financier's two
She, however, died a few
sisters.
weeks ago.
Mr. Illack had another sister, Harriet, whom he disowned about forty
years ago because she married a Doctor Adler, a Jew. Mrs. Adler nlso Is
dead, but there are two or throe sons
surviving, one of whom is said to be
a rabbi, who lire now believed to he la
New York or I'lillndclplilii.
The estrangement had been com-p- i
Me between Mr. Hlack and his sister Ilurriut. although Kllr.alieth, the
other sinter. Is said to have forgiven
her sister, and had her picture hanging In her bedroom.
48.
Mr. Illack never married, and his
One skeptic propounded : "With
nearest relatives In Ktiltlmore ure said
ffi,000 miles around the earth and Kilter dolluiH v. uu lucii u(l a uuurter to bo second cousin.
Uilrty-Nooon-
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THE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW MEXICO
At Albuquerque
OPENS

22ND

AUGUST
For the College Year

m

1916-191- 7

Ample time remains to arrange for entrance,
Students wishing to arrange for accom Nation s, or desiring information of any kind
relative to attendance, may write, telegraph
or telephone, Address

Albuquerque, N.M.
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Building Many Silos

IE

Examination For Postmaster

The farmers of Curry County
The U. S. Civil Service Com
are beginning to appreciate the mission will hold an examination
great benefits of the silo and are at Clovis on August 26 1916, as
building many of them. B. F. a result of which it is expected
Hall a farmer residing four miles to make a certification to fill
South of the city was a pleasant contemplated vacancy in the po
caller at the News office afewsition of postmaster atCIauie.
days ago and informs us that The compensation for this office
there has been four new silos last year was $194. Parties ap
built in his neighborhood during plyinsr must be of legal age and
the past few months. He has reside in the territory supplied
just completed one on his farm by poftoffice named. Full parand has also built a new cement ticulars can be secured from the
cistern. Both were built under- postmaster at Claude.
ground. Mr. Hall has lived in
Don't forget that the sub
Curry County eleven years and scription contest closes August
says he has never had a crop 16 at 8 p. m. instead of August
17 at 7 p, m.
failure.
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Pleasant Hill Notes
M.

Kirby.

J. M. Blackwell aaa returned
after a two week's visit with
his daughter in Coffeeville,

""'i

m

Wide Awake.
:

i

'

Enterpriie Echoes
A good

shower of rain fell in
this vicinity Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Baxter Alley and
and Mrs. Dunlap took a trip

Mr.

over the country Saturday and
visited Portales, Elida, Rodgers,
and Plainview, N. M.
The building of the new school
building at Enterprise is progressing rapidly.
Enterprise
will have a high school from

The $400.00
Cabinet Grand Piano
One of the Prizes The News is Giving Away.
Cable-Nelso-

n

taani

now on.
Miss Queen Maddox and Mrs.
Edd Homan visited with Mrs.
James Walker Monday,
Mrs. Ben Snell was bitten by
a rattlesnake Thursday afternoon, but isgetting along nicely.

YOUR HEALTH
Depends on the Purity of Drugs used and
the care employed in compounding the
prescriptions given you by your doctor.
Sometimes it is even a case of

to

i

LIFE AND DEATH
Our stock of Drugs is the best and fVpsh- est we can buy. We
the most can;
in compounding all rescript:
a?
of c.n- doctor will tell you. It'- - a nr.
with
science
m.

First Lieutenant Watson, of the
Demlng company, was promoted to a
captaincy and asxlKiied to the com
mand of 11 company of Silver City,
and Lieutenant McHnglics was pro
moted to first lieutenant, and ns
adjutant of the first bat
!ged
tulion, Major Arthur Hull commanding. Major Hull was but lately assigned to the command of this bat
tulion, which Includes the two companies from I
Ciuccs und the Ar
top la and Carlsbad companies.
Sec
ond Lieut. M. 10. Del lord of Santa
was protnolud to first lieutenant and
unsigned us battulion adjutant of the
second battulion, now commanded by
Major U. Huppe. Sergeant M. Otero
of Santu I'V' was promoted to a lieu
teuacy and asHlgned to V company.
Cupt. L. 11.
formerly commander of 1. company, was assigned
adjutant.
to the post of regimental
Cuptuin Teiiny, who a few years ugo
wus commander of 11 company, when
it was a Silver City organization, litis
been brought buck to the guard ami
given a position us commander of L
company. Sergeant John LnsKuter of
C company wus promoted to the post
of regimental sergeant major.
New Mexico

Receiver Assailed.
Santa Fe. Alleging that Ralph C.
Kly, receiver of the Now Mexico Central railroad, bus used an excessive
mount of railroad funds for personal expenses, chiefly for traveling in
the East in the attempt to sell the
road, and has negiecteu Its operation,
the Pittsburg Trust Compuny,. trustee
for the bond holders, filed a petition
lu the District Court here for the removal of Kly as receiver, and appointment of u successor. A supplemental
petition usks tlmt the road be ordered
dismantled und sold and declares its
physical condition is extremely bad.
The New Mexico Central extends
from Sunta Fe lit! miles to Torrance,
N. M. An order requiring Ely to appear and allow cause ou Aug. II why
be should nut be removed was Issued
by Judge Abbott of the District Court.
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Watch for the first Metro. It will be
presented at the Lyceum at an early

date.

Road

Mrs. Holden and little daughter and Mr. Black visited with
Mr. and Mrs, Sears, of Moye,
Sunday.
Shoota at Father and Mother.
Mr. Homan and family visited
East Las Vegas, New Mex. Albert
with Mr. and Mrs. Shupe of Turner, 18, while supposedly insane,
at' his home at Yanked, near Ha'ton,
Clovis Sunday.
shot at his father and mother with a
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker revolver. Injuring neither. Later he
called on Mr. and Mrs. Ben Snell went to the home of a nolRhbor) Lou-lBarbot. and shot hlnT through the
Sunday afternoon.
chest. Harbot may die. Turner is in
We are glad to report Mrs. jail at Raton.
Zwissler improving in health.
Cowboys Catch Stock Thief.
Her daughter, Miss Catherine
East Ijis Vegas Walt Nuylor of
Wagner,
Okla., who the cowboys' reunion and a number
Zwrsslerof
has been visiting here, returned of cowboys ran down Subrnn
who odinltted he hud taken two
home Menday.
of Nayior's fforses and a molo beMrs. Alexander
and Mrs. longing to Oscar Neafis from the reDarris visited vith Mrs. Carni- - union park.
ban Sunday.
J. Houstcgi has bought a traci
Just received a shipniRiit of
of land in the Black water draw the new cut glas9.
and ha3 moved his stock there.
Denhof Jewelry Co.

l Do
X

Your Eyes Trouble You?
Are , your glasses satisfactory?

Defective eyes and ill fitting glasses
are responsible for eighty per cent of
all headaches and eye pains.
Bring the children in and have their
eyes examined before school com
mences.

I
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Sick-nea-

YNIrn Nttvipuper l'tilon Ntwi (Urvlc.
Columbu, N. M. A number of ofA M. Colwell end family and ficers of the Klmt Infantry regiment,
W. W. Hungate and family left New Mexico
National gunnl, were
for a visit with relatives in promoted by orders from Adjutant
H. T. Herring.
Mont nroml-neu- t
Kansas. Floyd Karns is caring General
among (ho changes was the profor Mr. Colwell's stock and Mr. motion of Cant. Nuriuul L. King, of
Barnes is caring for Hungate's Santa Fe, who Iiiih been actlug ua
rrgliuental adjutant, to the post of
stock.
major. Major King bus boen a mem
Prof. Kays and daughter Mary ber of the New Mexico guard for a
and Miss Goldie Wicham have number of years, being formerly In
command of F company of Santa Fe.
returned from Normal Univer- He was asHlgned to the command of
sity.
the tblrd battulion, which Includes
companies from Clovis, Portales,
Andrew Jones is running a the
Demlng and L company of

Bryaa 0. Singleterry has pur
chased a new buggy,
Yes, Little Cricket,
I like
asses," both white and brown
also some of the black kind too.
Will you chirp at the Binging
convention which will be held at
your school house this month?

1

Mtn Art
coming Hardened to Camp
t
Life and There la Little
at Columbue Camp,

Kansas.

school house,
wmmmmtr

GIN. HERRING ELEVATES SEVERAL DE8ERVING 80LDIER8.

Mr. Courtney has drilled a well

for S.

sand business. Sand is being
hauled from his farm for the
construction of the Western Tire
& Garage Co. buildings and the
new P. H. school house.
I. L. Cone has been hauling
rock for the foundation of the

w

1

7i

em-ploy-

The University of New Mexico
i

E. P. Burdick left Wednesday
to spend a week in Woodward,
Okla., on business. Airs. Bur
dick is now in Woodward visiting
relatives and friends.
S. W. Freland recently opened
a tent restaurant and is doing a
fair business.
The union revival being con
ducten by Rev. Jeter and local
pastors closed Sunday night.
Mr. Nicholson had the Hotel
Melrose reroofed a few days ago.
W. E. Baker of Memphis,
Tenn., has bought a partnership
in the Melrose Cash Store.
Miss Gardner has been
by Buras
dick Mercantile Co.
The wheat haulers report a
good rain Monday and Tuesday
in the wheat belt.
Floyd Paddleford has been
working at the Melrose Elevator
the past few days.
Local dealers bought severs
loads of fine hogs the first of
the week.
About sixty loads of wheat
GUARDS ARE PROMOTED
were sold in Melrose Monday.
book-keep-

The President's Office

11

GETTING LESSONS IN CARE AND USE OF RIFLES

Melrose Items

31
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
bare yon now. That's sufficient Just together, they made a chain of deduc- Ordway were strolling back. Tbey
your dear face, boy so like here to tions so plain and simple aa to bt stopped a moment at the forked stick,
be wltb ma at the last moment"
and Poppy Ordway dropped Bandry 'I
condemning evidence.
Into tbe sack before
The gasping was more pronounced
At that moment Bandry himself, letter,
and 8andry, his face like ashes, raised stepping near the south window, called bis very eyes. It was a daring thing
the old man higher In bla arms, bold her to come out and tee the Bllett to do and It set ber blood leaping foi
ing bim tightly against his shoulder. squaws wltb their pyramids of bas- Joy In her own coolness. When they
He glanced appealingly at Doctor Gen- kets going down to Toledo. At bis reached tbe camp sbe went directly
try, who shook his bead. Then tbe voice sbe laid a Jealous hand over the to her room.
son smiled down bravely In tbe bright papers, hurriedly pushed them back
It was a long time before she cams
N(
eyea upon bia face.
for safety, and rose. But Fate, that out again, and Sandry bad gone. Wben
"All right, sir," he aald almply, bad been waiting, gave overlmpetua to she did she stood In tbe doorway and
"your word bas ever been my law. the cautious motion and shoved tbem looked at Slletz, wbite and filled wltb
We'll bush If you aay so. I thank God a little too far back, ao that they bung a towering anger, and Silett, looked
Tbey were women,
I'm here now."
In tbe small space between the type back at white.
" satisfied.
writer stand and the wall bung ten pure and simple, and tbey matched In
You're a man, my
son. A man and a good son. I'm tatively until the wind from tbe clos- that moment their wit and their
VI
lll'f
satisfied nay more thrice bleased. ing door, which, aa If It, too, were In strength. Miss Ordway knew by that
Walter, and It bas been a splendid Amen.
conspiracy, did not latch, caught tbem look that Silett bad those papers-m- ore,
that she knew their contents
Journey a grand Journey and I thank
Tbe word trailed off suddenly, leav- and pulled them down to tbe clean.
my Maker for It! I have been blessed ing tbe lips open. There was a long
but she dared not say a word. If tbe
floor.
beyond most men, beyond my deserts. breath, broken abruptly. Tbe eyes
"Come, S'leti," called Sandry as they girl should show them to 8andry,
She was alYour mother she was above price I clesed naturally, alowly. The white started tor the road to Intercept tbe should destroy them
cannot estimate ber by any method. bead slid gently down from 8andry's
but Blleti, Bitting In most on the point of flinging berself
She was my one love and I have never shoulder.
tbe west door with ber chin In her upon tbe slim, dark creature, risen
along the doorpost and flghtlifg for
thought of another in all my long life.
Wltb a cry that rang through tbe cupped palms, shook her bead.
property. But there
May you find ber equal, my son, a pure room, Walter Sandry sprang up, lifting
Tbe beat was Intense for the coast possession of her
woman wltb a beart of the gold of the body.
country, dry and brilliant, and tbe was something sickening In the stesdy
undying love. She was an Estabrook
"Father I" be cried once terribly. hills were blue as turquoise. She glint of those dark eyes. In the
crouch of tbe slender body, and
the best blood in tbe country. She left Tben he laid It back upon tbe bed, watched Sandry and Miss Ordway for
she only stood and bold to tbe lintel,
me you a son such as only she could turning away with shaking lips.
consumed wltb a wrath that could
leBve and you have proved worthy of
He clasped his bands bard behind
have killed.
ber life. In character, intellect, up him, while Doctor Gentry came silentBut the wrath of Sllotz was worse
rightnessoh, what a son you are I" ly and laid an arm around his shoulIt would have killed, forgetful of tbe
Tbe great specialist, standing In tbe ders.
Preacher, whose word bad been her
In his soul was waging a seething
curtained alcove of the window behind
slmplo law of life, forgetful of Sandry,
tbe empty wheeled chair, turned anx turmoil of emotions anguish and solwho had become ber pattern In bis
iously. Little Doctor Gentry came for emn Joy, shame and triumph, certainty
sanity and Judgment.
ward, hesitating.
and uncertainty.
With an effort tbe woman moistened
Not too much, Mr. 8andry," be
"At peace!" he waa thinking wildly.
'
her lips.
warned, "too much exertion, you "At peace and content!" while before
"Did did you find a bunch of let
know "
him his strained eyes came the thin
ters?" sbe asked between ber gripping
The dying man looked up with that page from fillets' old Bible wltb Its
cry "Oh, Absalom! My son, my son!"
teeth.
glowing fire In bis keen eyea.
And Silett, for the first time In her
"Have I not waited for tbla hour?" walled for tbe boy who fell from grace.
life, choked down her literal fear of
he smiled. "Have I not held back tbe
damnation and lied.
sickle of the Reaper for this one hour?
CHAPTER XXIII.
"Lord, forgive me," she whispered
Let It be full, my friend this Is my
son my son, of whom I am proud as
first, and then. "No."
Proof at Laat.
Tbe summer was upon tbe hills wltb
Alexander of his conquered world I
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
a vengeance.
and I have him here. Let It be full!
"Mighty onusual," said Ma Dally,
And Sandry, bis heart like atone In
S
USED BY THE JEW
his breast, smiled back wltb the same "this bere heat Hottest It's been fer
many a year; "It's
blue fire of keen eyes.
to be a
They Are Many and in All Tongues,
"Old chap," he said lovingly, "we're mighty dry season an' It's
But Another One Is 8ald to
pair together I owe what I am to early."
Be Coming,
you, sir you have been my pattern.
Which prophecy seemed due to be
You got your nature fulfilled. A blue beat haze lay deep In
"Tush, boyl
as
"Tbe Jew bas as many
from your mother. Only your excel the valleys, hung amid the hills. Tbe
tongues In Europe, for be
are
there
lent grip of finance, your youthful abll deep floor of pine needles In the big
fights with them all; and then be has
ity, your forging qualities," here there woods was already dry as powder, and
his own war-crthat eternal tearful
was a ring om unmistakable pride In It was only late July. Tbe camp was The Young Commissioner Was Un- cry
of his that in these daya la rending
the words, "that, I do flatter myself I bumming ahead with the work. They
easily Searching His Offices.
tbe heavens over Russian and Oaliclan
bequeathed you, and It la a good gift, had exceeded their expectations In
among the Polands," 13. R. Llpsett writes In the
a great gift when It goes wltb square- getting out logs, sending out more a long time as they picked
,
and pres- Century.
treasures from the
ness, uprightness, and thla you bave than they bad planned.
"And still there Is another and a
ently
small,
brown
they
In
wltb
fell
the
to a supernatural extent. That was
Mist Ordway, still mistress of tbe women
of the
cry coming, tbe war-crnewer
tbe
disappeared
and
around
all
my last worry tbe uncertainty as to little south room, worked feverishly
neutral
Jew. To arms! to arms! O Is
In
bend
Sllets
road.
the
whether or not you possessed It the at the new story of tbe tlmberlands.
The aching fury began to rise In ber rael! has arisen, the sudden thunder
gift of ability. You have removed it. A bit of her brightness, some of her
thought of those two, alone, leav- Ing cry throughout the length and
I am at peace."
painstaking cbeerlness, was gone wltti at
ing the women, Idling back together. breadth of the New York Ghetto and
Sandry, looking full at the speaker, the summer's heat She had thought
Perhaps they would climb the bills for all tbe other Ghettos In the larger
turned
dull crimson from brow to that long before this she would have
a way, and sit together perhaps but cities of America.
throat, but every nerve In his body won, that the engagement she had ao
fell upon her that
"We know, of course, what are tbe
daringly announced would be a fact. bere the sadness
thrilled with a reckless triumph.
said she was unworthy.
arms
of the Ghetto Jew; tbey are
"My own success has been my third She could not understand his holding
Had be not kissed ber, and was she tongue and pen. By means of these
great blessing. How great a blessing out against ber.
not his woman? Hla eyes were true, It Is Intended to raise the Jew from
Sandry bad made many trips to and tbey bad spoken things that bade
a satisfaction, a pride a weakness, I
tbe depths of his ashes and make bim
may say, I am afraid to think.
Salem, consulting with the lawyer be ber be calm. Not yet bad she learned a live nation again. A congress of
East,
summoned
from
was
my
well
wbo
had
the
and held
"That I builded so
the lesson of bis greatness that kept American Jews Is to be called and It
completed structure through the con turning heaven and earth In an effort him always so quiet and aane, even Is to demand, at the conclusion of tbe
tlnual changes and dangers of busi- to prove what Sandry knew to be In trouble.
war, or before It, the return of Palestrue of Hampden, but It was unavall
ness life bas been my roundlng-out- ,
There tame a step beside ber, a soft tine to Its ancient owners. For the
the pleasant finish to my career. Now, Ing. Tbe young commissioner at Sa- step padding on the worn, bare floor, Jews are a nation, and they must have
boy. It goes to you the fine, great lem was "on to bis job" and the week
and Coosnah came from the east a land and, Palestine Is theirs.
flew by wltb not one raveled end to torch, panting wltb tbe beat
He
structure of my fortune."
"That Is to say, In brief, that while
He ceased and smiled In an un- tbe ball of fraud and deception and leaned against tbe Jamb of tbe door nearly
of a million Jews
snug
In
lay
Intrigue
the
which
criminal
scratching
to tbe little south room,
bounded pride which proved bis words
on the European battlefields are at
ofland
state
of
the
records
doctored
luxuriously, and yomptly Jumped aa one another's throats, In vindication
and was ss balm to Bandry'a soul.
fice.
Miss Ordway had dropped her
The son bowed his bead In courtly filing for the timber claim and the tbe door swung swiftly Inward. Again each of a different nationality, the
Fate smiled Impishly and sent at that
acknowledgment of a magnificent gift,
was uneasily auspicious moment the first good Jews far away from tho bursting sbells
young commissioner
and his father went on:
and glittering bayonets are calling out
two
tne
searching
let
for
offices
his
breete of the warm day aucklng up
"I have let you make your start wltb
missing account booS. He the valley. It caught the papera on to them: 'No, you are all In the wrong.
a
and
ters
the bare purchase price of your under- did not faintly suspect that the last
For you are all one.'
the floor under the typewriter table,
"It la not for us to determine
time he bad seen them was during tbe fluttered tbem daringly, and wltb a
visit to Salem of the charming new whistle and whoop bore tbem tum- whether the Jews are a nation. It Is
not for one man to tell another what
In fact.
acquisition to the "ring"
bling out across tbe swept boards of
he should be. One is what one feels
some of those days were still shrould- - tbe eating-rooagainst
floor, to lodge
If the Jews feel themselves a nation,
ed In a nebulous bate of mystery red tbe rocker of Ma's little chair.
Is sufficient"
wine and red Hps and a beady Infatua
The girl In tbe doorway turned, that
tion.
hand to
reaching out a
But things were approaching an save her rival's property. Not yet bad
Seals Again Plentiful.
other change In Daily's lumber camp. Sllets learned a tenth of Sandry's
Under the precautions taken to presevSandry
wrote
July
day
In
late
One
code, else she would have folded tbe vent the extinction of the fur seals In
eral letters and Poppy Ordway. lean- packet and laid It aside.
Alaska and the Prlbilot Islands the
shoulder,
his
over
ing familiarly
Instead, wltb tbe freedom of camp species has multiplied so rapidly that
reached out a band for tbem.
life and utter Innocence, she began the bureau of fisheries now recomI'm going up to the forked stick." to read, wonderingly at first, then, as mends that tbe killing of male aeals
she said languidly, "and I'll take she saw Sandry's name, with hushed be resumed.
them."
Ever since the signing of the
breatb and parted lips. When she had
The dainty Angers were all Jut finished the first part she paused and
treaty between Russia, England.
trembling with eagerness, for she saw stared out across the sloping lift of Japan and our own nation,- - prohibitJto
addressed
that one of them waa
meadow, already sere and brown wltb ing the destruction of cow seals upon
John H. Musseldorn, at a town In New the summer heat. Puzzled, but half the high seaa, the government has
Jersey.
There waa none to observe comprehending, yet filled with a name- taken an occasional census of the
her on the sunny fillets road behind less fear, she felt her fingers shaking seals. The last of these fixed the
the low growth of spruce, and when aa she turned the page to Sandry's number of seals owned by the United
she strolled down tbe little meadow letter.
States at 301,844, as against less than
that paragain toward the
twenty thousand In 1908.
Daily's Camp, Toledo. July 2.
ticular letter lay safe Inside the botom
Besides fur, other possible use of the
H. Musseldorn
of her dress.
Tha time of restitution has begun. As seal la being considered by tbe bureau
made tha structure of my father's
The scarcity of tbe
Sbe went straight to the aouth room, you
fortune but a gutted and empty shell, so of fisheries.
entered and closed the door. Her you alona have the knowledge and the world's meat aupply and tbe tremenIta
substance,
former
fill
to
It
cunning
bands trembled violently, but there unknown toto the outside world. Wilton dous fncrease In seala as revealed by
"My Boyl" He Whispered Brokenly.
was no compunction for what ahe was Bandry la gone, but his pride remains the last census suggest the shipping
It must be upborne. Hera la tha re- of seal meat to the United States for
taking, struggle along on Insufficient about to do in ber beart. Sbe was and
mittance which I told you would soma food.
knowledge
that
wltb
armed
well
pretty
Those wbo bave tasted It say
Take It and obtain
day be forthcoming.
capital, fight to make your ends meet
deed to the Meadowlands Farm which that meat from a young seal Is deliwould give her a hold on Sandry. In tha
ob, I know bow It Is In a new busimoney.
It
tha
squandering
Put
sold,
ou
ness! to prove you. Now the way It case sbe was forced to use It but f n my name aa part ofyouthe Bandry es- cious In flavor and that seal steak
have to face would be a popular addition to a fashNo matter what
bere, she believed, would be proof pos- tate.
open and you will go far. I am at
to get It get It. Thla Is a threat. He.
itive, the actual written word that she member that those proofs, which you and ionable hotel menu.
peace."
thought destroyed, are
might hold before bis eyes In some your Inaccomplice
With tbe last sentence there came
my possession.
aafe
you will be called
Familiar Objects to Him.
to
time
time
catch In the strong voice, a space be- bard event of the future.
"From
back of ev
uion to manage the buying
With strong excitement she silt tbe ery
Tbe old British sergeant was out
tween breaths). Tbe specialist stepped
every horse on the
property,
of
piece
envelope, drew out the sheet and be- breeding rarme. avery aioca ana Dona wltb the new squad of recruits on
quickly forward.
that you, under tha
etc.
musketry exercise,
"Mr. Sandry" be said warnlngly, gan to read. Faster and faater came which
an honorable and trusting old man
but nothing could stop the last up ber hot breath, redder and redder Inveated In you when he could no longer Pointing out a large bouse and giving
about, sold for your own profit.
range, be asked If any of them
rush of that Indomitable spirit the last grew ber cheeks, while triumph spar beThrough
travail and bloody sweat I kept the
flame of Joy and hurrying commun- kled in her eyea. She moved slightly my father In Ignorance of hla ruin until could pick out any details about tbe
bouae.
ion for which he bad lingered wjtb on her slippered feet, a little motion hlaAa death.
had no marry on James B. Whit-h- v
"Yes, sir," answered Joe "There's
hla share with you In the Infam
one hand on the open gate of eternity. of satisfaction that set ber garments
legitimate deals which made Wil a small well In tbe garden, aome
"No" he went oa "tbla Is my bour. whispering aa when the tiger, scent- ously
pnuper, ao
an
Bandry
ton
unconscious
ing Its prey, squirms before tbe leap. will I have no mercy on you. You know lumps o' coal In a heap, and a birdI am full
of triumph. I'm singing
and ahaka In your shoes cage In the front window."
Wltb eager haste the sat down at what I know,
my swan song, Walter and I'm
because of It. Bo far so good. I shall
"Well, my lad," said the sergeant,
ashamed to say It Is all on two her typewriter and began to write.
the deed to the Meadowlanda Farms
eyesight.
remarkable
"you
bave
love
notes
that's all right and When she had finished an hour later, aa speedily aa it can be arranged.
Wba''s your natre and number? How
after long Intervals of study, there lay
pride. Pride, my boy pride of life
Trembling wltb premonition of dis la It you can see so well at the disof your mother's love of you and under her band a very creditable brief
of the famous Whitby case a verba- aster to Bandry, Silett aat holding tance?"
of of my financial success!"
"Ob," replied Joe, "that's where A'm
He halted a moment and tbe special- tim copy of President Whitby's laat tbe atrange documents. A great anger
In ber against the other billeted, sergeant"
well
began
to
Sanof
history
Walter
concise
a
letter,
drops
of
gave
hurriedly
few
bim
a
ist
dry's life since college, the notes In woman. She opened tbe buttons of
some powerful stimulant
Large Russian Wheat Harvest.
"Oh, If I could have been here soon- tbe red morocco book, plainly speci- ber blue shirt and dropped the folded
Russia In 1913, harvested 947.tlv
fied aa hla delirious words, and a copy packet Inside Its blouse.
er, air!" groaned Bandry.
On tbe Silett road Sandry and Mlas 000 bushels of wbeat
Taken
of this letter to Musseldorn.
And I
"Hush!
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Sllets of Daily's lumber camp direct
raiwr to (ha camp. Waller Sandry
ri
ntroduces himself to John Dally, foreman, ua "the DllllriK'worth Lumber Co.,
or most of It." He makes acquaintance
with Hie camp and tha work. Bllets tella
him of the Preacher. He dlacovera that
the sign of the Bllell tribe of
filets bears
and wonders what her aurname
la. In the flush of a tender moment ha
calls her "the Mailt Wind In the Pines,"
and kisses her. I'unpy Ordway, a mum-Slu- e
writer from New York, cornea to
Daily's. Hampden of tha Tcllow 1'lnes
Co. clulms title to the East Belt. Bandry'a
and Hampden's men flKht over tha ills- The Preacher atopa the (laht.
Suted tract.
rinds that tha deed to the Kast
Belt lina never been recorded.
Poppy
fllrte with Hampden and tella Bandry that
Hampden Is crooked and that she'll get
hlin. Poppy aoi's to Hulem In search of
evidence aKiilnst Hampden. Bandry'a men
deecrt him for Hampden, who has offered
inure money. HHeis noes to her friends
the BIwHshes and persuades them to work
for Sandry to save the contract. Poppy
tella Sundry that she has proof of Hampden's llllriK bonus entries In collusion with
the commission. Bliu aeea Hllets and
Bandry talking toKether and becomes
Imlous. The Lid timber raft la started on
Ita way. hut It blown up and Bandry Is
aanKerciiKly Injured.
Puppy Insists on
taking care of Bandry and says she la his
wife.
crlea Sllcti, "he
"No."
Premised
and I am his woman." In Bandry'a delirium he gives Poppv a clue to
Ilia past. On recovering Dally telle him of
the succesful filling of his contract and
he says that he la going after Hampden
himself and "get him straight."
Ma
Dally shows Sandry Poppy's notes of his
delirious talk, poppy plays with Hampden, and asks Bandry when he will let
her use Information to stop the crooked
dealing. Ha refuses her aid and she tells
him she Is going Kast for a while. Back
East Poppy finds that Bandry held up an
associate of a crooked partner of his father for the nr'itt lli nilllnvwnpl h
Lumber Co.. the assoc iate dying the sums
goes back to Daily's and
Eight to Poppy
Bandry that aha knows his secrat.
'

CHAPTER XXII.
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copper-posteIn the
Tbe fine,
bed lay the old financier.
old face with Its pleasant tracery was
marked by the band of tbe Last Accountant, but It was still tbe face of
a great and good man, still held its
benignity, Its kindliness and courtli-

ness.

Now, with Sandry's step, a mighty
gladness fell upon It, a light of Joy
that was
"Walter!" be cried out In a voice
of momentary strength. "Oh, my son!
My son!"
And with

a shudder to the boy's
ears came an ecbo, "Absalom!"
He dropped beside the bed, gathered tbe wbite bead In bis arms, and
rocked to and fro aa women rock In
anguish.
Presently Mr. Wilton Sandry pushed
bis son from him with falling hands
and gased upon bis face with tbe
affection.
starved eyes of
"My boy!" be whispered brokenly,
"my life's crown, tbe point of my
whole success!"
The long, white bands quivered on
Bandry'" shoulders. Tbe bright, blue
gbt marrelousiy
yes began to
at tbe end of my Journey.
"I
long-denie-

U&rzfc&R

aw

A"

basket-bearer-

half-wil- d

j

WAR-CRIE-

war-crie- s

Tha Prloe of Ptaca.
Important event
have a way of
striking from ambush, without warning. So did the telegram which found
Sandry Idling among these women, so
strangely mixed up with bta life, who
held together for hlB sake, though
wide apart as the poles. It said simply, "Come at once. Mr. Wilton Ban-drfalling rapidly," and was signed by
the famous specialist.
When the young man read it his
face went white as a swooning woman's and the bands that held the yellow paper shook uncontrollably.
His lips set with a deadly Illness
and be stared unseelngly out across
the slough.
"The incentive!" triumphed Poppy
Ordway, "but ob, why must It take him
from me Just now!
hate It!" and
sullen anger and disappointment flared
for an unguarded moment In her eyes.
But tbe face of Rlleti between Its
braids bad suddenly fallen Into tbe
mold of grief, faithful reflection of
Sandry's own, and she slid off the
porch to step softly, unconsciously
near, wltb her bands clasped In distress.
t An hour later tbe owner of the
gave
band to Poppy and
Blleti simultaneously, looked from one
face to the other, saw Love In tho
black eyes and the blue, and felt a
pain at his beart that be could not
explain.
Ma put a motherly touch on bis
shoulder and said a word that was
simple and earnest and tender as ber
great beart. John took his last hurried orders, and Sandry was off In the
rig be had telephoned for to Toledo.
Weak and sad and torn by emo
tlona, he watched for two whole days
tbe great West slide by bis Pullman
window
that wondrous Wost whose
subtle charm had laid abiding hold
upon bis soul.
So at last he reached New Vork.
looked wltb odd unfamillarlty upon Its
gayety and life, and hurried to the
great old house In Riverside drive.
Breathless, weak, scarce able to
stand for tbe strain on bis right limb
Sandry paused with Hlggins hovering
adoringly around him in the dusky,
draped hall before tbe magnificent
room of the Ivories and browns.
There was tbe acbe of tears In bia
throat, a terrible horror of what lay
behind tbe closed doors, an unendurable angulsb of abnormal love, but be
squared his shoulders, lifted bis bead
with bis old, Jaunty air and entered.
He even called a smile to his lips.
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EXCELLENT
Returning Tourists Speak Well
of Their Treatment in
,

Canada.
The Canadian Government having
made extensive preparations during
the last few yeurs to luipurt to tbe
National Park system a degree of comfort and pleasure to the visitor, combining tbe best efforts of mnn with the
very best gifts of creation, bus now
tbe satisfaction of seeing an appreciation of the efforts they have mude.
Tourists returning from a trip over
the Canadian I'ucilic, the Grund Trunk
Pacific and the Canadian Northern
railways speak enthusiastically of the
beauties that are revealed as these
roads enter and pnss through the
mountains. The Government lias spent
enormous sums of money laying out
roads, and developing rimy menus of
access to glacier, hill, valley, hike and
stream. For what purpose? T,1t
wonders that Canada possesses In Its
natural purks muy become more euxily
accessible and afterward talked about
that a tourist travel through Cunnda
would result. Tourist travel means
business, and It Is business that Canada seeks. To make it even more easy
for this travel, the Government has
taken pains to make every step of the
tourist's entry into Canada one that
will give the very least degree of trouble. On crossing the border, there Is
only the ordinary examination of baggage, and the only precaution Is that
In the case of foreign allena, and even
In their case there Is do difficulty
when the ofllcluls are satisfied that
they are not attempting entry as enemies.

Although officials of the Government
have taken every means to bring to
the attention of the tourist and others
that no difficulty could be placed In
the way of their admission, there still
remained doubt In the minds of some.
Only the other day the Government
took action again, and authorized the
statement that no measures taken for
recruiting the forces either huve been
or will be applied to uny persons who
are not ordinarily resident In the Dominion.
Nor Is It the Intention to ask
for volunteer except from uiiiong Itrit-Is- h
subjects, resident In Canada. Moreover, tho Military Service Act, tinder
which conscription Is applied In Great
Britain, nffvets only persons "ordinarily resident In Great Britain."
Americans and British subjects resi
dent In tho United States who desire to visit Canada will find no more
trouble at the border than tbey have
experienced in the pust, and upon arriving they will be made as welcome
as ever. War conditions of any kind
will not Inconvenience or Interfere
with thotn.
sugThe Immigration authoritlea
gest that, as a precaution Against Inconvenience, nuturulized
Americans
whose country of origin was one of
those at war with the British empire,
should provide themselves with their
certificates of naturalization.
Now that It Is Impossible to visit
Europe, the planning of your vacation
trip through Cunndu Is one to give
consideration to. The Government has
taken an active Interest In its National Parks In the heart of the Itocky
mountains, These can be reached by
auy of the lines of railways, and the
officio Is at these parks have been advised to render every attention to tbe
visiting tourists, who in addition to seeing the most wonderful scenery In the
world nothing grander nothing better have excellent wagon and motor
roads, taking them Into the utter recesses of what was at one time considered prnctlcnlly inaccessible.
In addition to this the tourist will
not be Inactive to the practical possibilities that will be before him as he
passes over the great plains of the
Western Provinces.
The Immense
wheat fields, bounded by the horizon,
no matter how far you travel.
The
wide pasture lands, giving home and
food to thousands of heads of borses
and cattle. The future of a country
that he before only heard of but knew
so little about, will be revealed to him
In the most wonderful panorama, and
Imprinted In the lens of his brain In
such a way that he will bring back
with him the story of the richness of
Agricultural Western Canada.
And
be will also have had an enjoyable
outing. Advertisement.
Hailed the Changs.
"You look very smiling this morning, Toner," sold Bailey.
"I guess
I ought to be. I went to a fortune
teller last night and she prophesied
Immediate financial reverses," chortled Toner.
"I fall to aee anything very Joyoo3
fm
In that," said Bailey.
"You would If you knew anything
about my finances," sold Toner. "I
tell you right now that If tbey don't
reverse pretty quick I'll be busted."
Willing to Oblige.
"Have you found space for my poena
yetr asked the party wltb the
hair as he entered the editorial sanctum.
"Not yet," replied the busy man behind the blue pencil, "but I expect to
Just as soon as the office boy finds
time to empty the waste basket"
Science and Philanthropy.
"Think of the lives science saves."
"It all depends on whether your scientist Is working with medicines or
high explosives."
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Good Citizen Pastes Away

Will Picnic

William F. Dodge, on of the
Next Thursday
pioneer citizens of Clovis and a
A joint picnic given jointly by
man who was universally loved the Elks , of Clovis and Tueum-carand respected by the people of
will be held on the Hodges
the city, died at the Santa Fe ranch near Puerto on next Thurshospital, Monday night.
day, August 17. Great prepar-ation- s
WnKrn Kltar Union Nrwi Btrvlc.
Last Saturday night he enterare being made to make it
CMII)J UV'aCKT.
a number of his friends the event of tne season and
Auk. 23
ii l lea it suite Convention tained
a
Sjt
itt it
fit
at his home, where he lived big attendance is expected from
Auir.
:it .n vlliirl on.
j
Auk. ill'
Htino Convention
illne, and seemed to be in his. the two towns.
lit Saril.! I',..
Auk. Ill - lnii:iinlvn Slam Convention nana
good health and spirits.
The function will be staged in
KojI.
- hinio Tenuis Tuurnamant at As he failed to
make his appear- the beautiful cottonwood grove
hobu.ii
.,u- at Art. Mb.
Hpi.
ance, Sunday miming, gome of on the ranch of S. P. Hodges
S, 'J4"-I- Kan- at lu xl. r.
CJl-lhis friends went to his house just this side of
at
Mialii
the Caprock.
jjj l.lvi- Murk mitl rruilucli
x
and found the doors locked and There will be dancing on a platnt Iti.ntvi'il.
Ni'ut. is Kair at tlri'fiivillf.
no sound was heard inside. form 50x50, with good
Oct.
Uuiiknrif Annnc
Ni!v
music to
alloii C'uiivi'iitlun nt Grand Cufion.
Farcing an entrance thsy dis- facilitate the "tipping of
Arlt.
the
Oct. io n- - Diuia Aim County Fulr nt
covered that Mr. Dodge had su- light fantastic toe" and ball
building stained a stroke of paralysis dur- games and other amusements
Kxpunulu is having
ing the night and was in a pre- will be provided for
boom.
the entercarious condition. He was im tainment of those in
The RobwcU baseball club has
attendance.
mediately removed to the
The arrangements are that the
Mountalnnlr'u
ninth cbautuuqun
picnic will not break up when
WIS a BIK'Cl'hS.
ire deceased was born at the sun goes down, but the fesJuly wan morally 1 dry month In
Millburg, Mass., in 1843. He tivities will
Now .Mexico ilia year.
continue through the
Tln union mon of Albuquerque will was united in marriage to Miss night, the grove to be illumiiu ruilt Ihi'io Labor duy.
Annie Simpson in Chicago, and nated for that purpose.
Tin' Las VcKiia puviiiK question was to this union four children were
The Clovis Elks will be in evituki'ii iniu llMirk.'t Court.
born, all of whom are living. dence and a large
number of
Moreno v.ilh y men nro to improve
They are Roland E. and W. F. their friends will
mails in ilieir hiiIIiiii.
accompany
Tile dates lor '.he Dona Anna county Dodge and Mrs. Clara F. Reed them and enjoy attractions arall of Council Bluffs, Iowa, and ranged for.
rair have ni'i'ii lixed ua Oil.
link (liiive. Nil. Ii;, Woodmen
Mrs. Laura A. Dickey of Clovia.
was iiLslituled lit Alliiniueniue.
His wife preceded him to the
plan-
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Say Marie!!!
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Let's go to Osborne and Wright's Friday morning,
and see who
gets that Ladies' Breakfast set.
I hear they are going to give another
set away next Friday morning, August
1 7, to the lady making the largest
cash
niltri'ia
puiv,uuu a.tf-i uiw oluic ueiween A ugust
11 and 17th.

-

i

. . ri

(to-da- y)

t

-

In-

.

t'ir-ill)- ,

I'aiiiiiih ni'iir

Cmlsiiail lire
Murk Ihe i oiiiIiik Hi'llMMI.
land office foi
Iteiiipii hi tin'
July uitiilli'd J .",:!.t, all produced by
um 4 lit ill

il

leaises.

The li' vv army rump, nortliwust ol
Coliuabub, will eiiinpiine four m,uui
miles.
About fii'ien cms of cuuliiloupos
will be shipped limn I'ort Sumner tills
aeason.
A total of I. ill I were tonfirmeil ill
Grant county in ten dun by lllshop
Seliuler.
Sum Shoemaker of Uedinan
Miichlc by sliooiing hiiuxelf In
the head.
An exceptional list of entries bus
been Becurcil for Ilia slate fair raei
meet tills fall.
A movement tins been started for
tho establishment
of a new town
northwest of Columbus.
An effort is belli
made to secure
the stationing at Uis Cruces of at
least a regiment of militia,
jj'red Hlleek. n cowboy, wan
on a charae of killing a ranch
er mimed Olcson, near Hoiieks.
Tho npiiointinent of a receiver for
tho Albuipieniue Wool scouring Mills
wita asked of the District Court.
Kiiulpmelil has been ordered by
Major W. K. Truby for two hundred
beds In the new army hospital
at
ar-e-

better world in

4-I-

1
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Fox Players Coming

1880.

The deceased has been en
gaged in railroading since 13G5
and came to Clovis when the
town was first located, being
employed by the Santa Fe, and
has continuously resided here
since and has maintained his
connection with the railway,
which considered him one of its
most valued and trustworthy
emplojes.
I
TkiiHA
.mete wa nu ...'I.'..
ui iu-- vis that had a larger circle of
friends than Mr. Dodge and
universal regret and sorrow is
felt and expressed at his sudden
and untimely answer to the call
of the grim reaper. He was an
honest, upright and valuable
citizen, a genial, companionable
and hospitable gentleman.
Ihe remains were taken to
Council Bluffs Tuesday after- noon, where he will be laid to
rest by the side of his wife.
M

Roy E, Fox with his Company

I

See that fine line of Midsummer and Fall Hats
in Felts, Satins and Velvet combinations. Plain

of popular players, who a year
or so ago visited the city in a
two weeks' stand of Btock com
pany plays, will again visit the
city for a week's entertainment.
The Fox flayers are to be re- membered with pleasure by
those who enjoyed their curricle
of plays of the former visit.
From all reports of DeoDle who
,
.1 .
nave leen mis
Bnow in Texas, is
lararer. stronger nH horror ikon
it has ever been before

White Satin Hats are the nifty things now,
they come in straight and floppy brims. Come
in and see them - - -

.

I

.Osborne & Wright.

Who will win the piano?

Have you voted-yetThe contest closes August 16.
Wednsday August 8 p. m. the
contest will close.

The Wrig ht House with Right Goods and Right Price."

?

Cet my price on milk cows for
Lawn Hose, Sprinklers and
Notice of Suit
August. J. H. Shepard.
M. E. Heward is reported
Lawn mowers.
A big refival meeting is being TO THE DEFENDANT,
very ill at his home in this city,
R. B. ELLIS:
held at Texico and will continue
Special price on milk cows durYou will take notice that a suit
until August 1G.
E.
ing
H.
August. J. H. Shepard.
Calhoun's
Mother
Dead
DeinliiK.
Bargain prices on milk cows has been filed and is now pendNew Mexico hits been asked to par
E. H. Calhoun, Clovis district during August. J. H. fihepard. ing in the District Court of Curry
tleipitte in the Soil Products exposi- manager ef the Praetorian order
County, New Mexico, in which
tion nl HI I'nso. It Is to be held from
Best
Baker
Flour
Mo
at
Altha Ellis is plaintiff, and you
received
Sunday
of
tad news
the
Oct. 17 to L'ii.
pudden
only
Farlin's
the
said R. B. Ellis, are defendeath
$3.75
of
per
100
his
mother.
Frank l.iijin, of Sablnoso, and
dant, and that said cause is
John ('. Sonic of Itaton luivo h
Mrs. C. T. Calhoun at Bay City, pounds.
coiiiiiiIshIoiio.I notarim public by Gov ToVOO
f U7 a a niari f alstl f
numbered 1015 on the civil docket
urnor Wtlionald.
f
Purcell
Broth.er9L,?1911
said Court; and that Patton
of
Mr. Calhoun as he did not know
July luiynit'iilM from' tho
ine
are
who
Rentiemen
sn
Kiomntv,
ns.
&
Brattnn,
whose business and
v
mm
iiiwvufci,
in,
fund raiso.l in Howiwll for tho rcliuf
Model laundry.
address is Clovis, New
Dma
of families of llailory A meiuboi'H
that the machinery is Mexico, are attorney s for plainamount I'd lo S n .05.
Two children survive, Miss Pearl
arnve the tter part of tiff in said cause,
Ainiiro AiHKon ih (t onrt as tne re ralhon rprl 91 Bnrl inmoa
11
WMksult of a umiHliot wound lnflicttd up
THE LEADING CLOVIS RESTAURANT
h" beD
You will further take notice
aA 18. Thpv .HI nrnh. th,f
on blin in u iiiiirrcl over the owner hour.
,n the factor
to
"trike
8
ably make their home in Clovia
that the general object of said
ship of a calf ut Ke lly.
The Franciscan
Sinters are plan with their brother.
Arthur E. Curren expects to suit is that said plaintiff obtain
ning liio t'HtiihllHhnn-nof a Catholic
leave next week for Willits, Cali and recover a decree of divorce
parochial school and a Konilnary for
fornia, where he will engage in from you upon the grounds of
young Indies In Clayton.
First Methodist Church
and
newspaper work. Willits is a desertion and
Joseph C. Munch, town recorder of
buDject lor tne morning ser
restoration
of
maiden
name.
live
city
little
in
Cai'lphud, lias been held to the grand mon,
If a Man Die Shall He Live part of the state. the northern You will further take notice
Jury on bond of J2,000 charged with
It is a new
Again?
At 8 p. m.. we will have
forgory of town warrnnlB.
town and is said to be growing that unless you appear, answer
the
Rally,
Methodist
which
we
Dr. M. J. Mornn of Doming bas
or plead in said suit oa or before
rapidly.
been elected vice president of the have bee'n planning
for some
National Dental Association.
Thursday night of last week the firit day of September, A. D.
Ills weeks. We want every member
1916, judgment by default will
eloctlon occurred at Louisville.
All Kinds of Transfer Work Solicited. STORAGE FREE I
to get acquainted with every Marshal P. E. Sadler, raided a be rendered against you and
Clayton will lower Its Insurance
First Class CAR SERVICE at All Times.
hotel
in
city
the
and
arrested
a plaintiff will apply to the Court
rate by raising its wnter xtorage tank other member in this meeting,
woman
85
Phones
P. O. Box 514.
and
Clovis, New Mexico.
and 152.
two
men
violat
will
be
for
There
special
and
music
ns
to glvo a
ho
for the relief prayed for in her
in" ' ir In the city tnnlns.
We give a cordial ing the moral code. The same compliant, tiled
addresses.
in said suit.
S lir 'i' T i:.iy,
r Ihiity-onyears invitation to all to attend these Mht he rounded up a saddle
l,luo.
t
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
ii coinly mid at
colored couple on the same
services.
one Unit cou;ity
iperintemlciit
of
have
hereunto set my hand as
charge.
J. II. Messer, pastor.
Schools, died at Ills home
CupitHii.
Oierk of said Court, and affixed
Waller Nuylor bus
,i re elected
the seal of said Court, this the
president of tho Cv .in
Ueiinion
Mortuarr
20th day of July. A. D. 1916.
ZM Notice
ON ALL OUR NEW
Association of Lbh
..-- nnd WilRoy Green, aged 23 died Sun
liam Springer trcasmei.
A. L. A WALT.
jtcar
Ib&al
Owing
de- to
an
unavoidable
watt named vlcr
and
day night at the home of his J
11
County Clerk.
ay tne first issue of the South
Robert I. M. Hoss si ret. ry.
Mr. Tillmai, 10
brotrer
By
Deputy.
Litchfield,
Mae
Ali"i-nlaborers at the Natl nal western Socialist has bcn de
miles
North
Grady.
of
The
ayed
IfiUHril cauii at liuuLip, who Mi.uk
and will appear Wednes
body was shipped to Big Sandy. Land For Exchange
WE ARE MAKING LOW PRICES ON THEM ! I
were urr.iFi.'d for day August 23.
ffor l'Uh'T
Texas, for burial by G. V. Steed,
Yafira'icy by or r of Muyor NordJ. W. Hunter.
l have several nunarea acres
tiaus nKd liu.r be.'n mt to w irk on
the Clovis undertaker.
We alfo iffer bargain price on a big stock
of unimproved land in Eastern
tho
The mon were re civil u
o i All K. adi of New and Second Hand
l.r0 tor tiuw hoiirn' work.
Oklahoma in timber and oil belt
Attention Clovis Boys
FURNITURE.
" to exchange for New Mexico
Market Report
Itoucy Jt.hiiKOii has becii hold to
::
the I'luon county grtuirt Jury i.n bonil
M. (CCOVI3 If ILL A ELBVATO R 80. ) land.
Tucumcari,
N.
See me at the Clovis
of $5,000 for the killing or N. a.
See us for PICTURE FRAMING. We car-r- y
Hypes, a Union county fanner, at Editor cf Clovis News,
Wheat, per bushel
$1. 25 Creamery.
J. Frank Neal.
Would you please put me in Uaixe,
Clayton.
" cwt
.
a big stock of moulding. If your furniA
1.25
The ' hino Copper Company, the communication with the Captain
"
"
needs repairing, see us.
ture
Kaffir.
.1.25
Or,
big
t county producer, is now
Sheep For Sale
"
"
1.60
earnin ,;roflta of nearly $l,noo,otiu o or mansger of a boys' base ball Com,
team or your city. We have a
morHIi, a oorrllng to atatihtics recent-lForty Rambeulliet ewes $4.00
printed.
team wi h an average weight of
per head and also twenty half
Governor McDonald uppolnted the 130 pounds
and from 14 to 18
FOR SALE Good Piano and breed Cotswold bucks at 15.00
follow inn notaries: J. i,. Emerson of
years
old.
lot
House Hold goods. Bargains. per head.
Address Box 597,
Knowles; I., l J. C.JIet-oi.f riayton:
...
o:
:i
Jeff
n, an J
Clovis. N. II.
Walter B. Rector,
must sell. No. 501 North Pyle Clovis, N. M. or apply at old I! 214 S. Main Sr.
lJtv.olii
i. i.
U 3t pd
Capt. Tucun can Boys' Team. Street.
A 17 p.
Trammel ranch.
T
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OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

non-suppor- t,

Davidson's Transfer and Storage

,

forty-fl-feet-
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Considered Telephone Line

Eloping Texas Couple

of
Chamber
Come to Clovis to Wed The Clovis
regular
its
held
Commerce
For tome months there hss
romance taking place meeting Friday night with a
been
matdown on the East Plains. Mr. good attendance. Several

I

r s?

WOULD YOU MARRY

THEDA.

WILLIAM FOX

BARA,,rf

PRESENTS

of
Bob Belcher, of Post. Texas was ters looking to the betterment
up
brought
and
city
were
seen to make many visits to the

Ralls, Texas. It was whispered
that the attraction at Ralls was
the pretty Miss Malone Bennett
Everything went smoothly for
ome months, when for some
reason the father of Miss Ben
The
nett made objections.
young people had heavy hearts
But on the
for some weeks
veninir of the fifth, they, in
company with their friends S.
W. Belcher and Miss Lillian
Steward, sped in an auto as fast
as wheels could turn to the great
atate of New Mexico, arriving in
Clovis early Sunday morning.
A license was Boon procured,
Rev. J. H. Messer was called to
the Antlers Hotel and they were
The
united in matrimony.
young couple returned Sunday
evening: to their home in Post.
The distance from Clovis to Post
is about Kill milts.

Good Rain Monday Night
and
Lurry
part
of
the Northern
County Monday night and will
be worth thousands of dollars to
the farmers e.nd stuck growers.
The rain extended North of Clovis thirty to forty miles and aa
much as an inch fell in many
localities. It was a life saver to
the row crops which were beginning to need it badly.
A good rain fell in Clovis

discussed.
The most important matter
considered was the installment
of the proposed telephone line
running North from Clovis.
The line, when constructed, will
be40 miles in length and will
connect Clovis, Claude, Hollene
and other places along the route.
The Chamber of Commerce
will leave nothing undone to secure this much needed public
utility, if practical and possible.
A committee to investigate the
proposition wai appointed consisting of the following gentlemen: Ltster Stone, J. A. Latta
and Alex Stephens.

THEDA BARA
Celebrated "Vampire" Actress
IN THE 8IX ACT PHOTOPLAY

"GOLD AND THE WOMAN
I

I

V

i

AT THE

atthdit

Hof Shipments Large
Car loads of hogs consigned to
market and feeders in other
states are going out of Curry
This is
everv day.
Countv
caused by the raisers anticipating the high price of feed and
probable shortage of crops, and
have concluded hat it wculd not
be a good proposition to keep
arid feed them.
The cattle situation is nuch
the same and for like reasons,
while in other years many stock-er- s
were brought in and shipments of fat cattle were of daily
occurance, at present there is no
movement either way.

August 15th, Nineteen Hundred and Sixteen.

WILL BE IN

CLOVIS
WEEK OF AUGUST 14th, 1916
UNDER WATEPROOF TENT

DONT FAIL TO COME

!!

LIST OF PLAYS
MONDAY

Old Fashioned Folks.
TUESDAY

The Girl of the Sunny South.
WEDNESDAY

Tempest and Sunshine
THURSDAY

Yankee Doodle Boy
FRIDAY

Thorns and Orange Blossoms.
SATURDAY

MATINEE

Zeke the Country Boy.
SATURDAY

NIGHT

Brown's in Town.
PRICES: - - - 15 AND 25 CENTS
MONDAY NIGHT LADIES FREE

of the theatre on that night.
ssEsara

Clovis School Notes

COMING

Popular Players

Come out and count the automobiles in front

The Screen's Greatest "VAMPIRE" Star in a New Play
as a Charmer and Wrecker of Men.

,

ROY E. FOX

ME

TUESDAY

All children In the grades and
high school will register Friday,
Examinatioa For Clerk
September 1, at the school buildSinging Convention
An examination for elerk in ings. Regular school work beThere will be a singing con- the Tucurrcari postofHce will be gins Monday,
September 4.
vention at Lincoln school house, held in that city August 26 Owing to the large enrollment
14 miles North of Clovis. next Age limit IS to 45 years. Married expected, parents will kindly see
A good time and a women not admitted, unless di- that their children enroll on FriSunday.
For application blanks day,
good attendance is anticipated. vorced.
The crowded conditions
write J. L. can then be adjusted on Saturparticulars,
full
and
present
and
All are invited to be
N. Mex. day. On Monday morning, if
Haas, sec'y. Tueumr-ariparticipate in the exercises.
there are any pupils belonging
at a building where they did not
register, they may he transferred without lots of regular
school time.
There were eighty live enrolled
in the sixth grade at the close
of last school year. Should all
these attend, as it is hoped, they
will necessarily be divided into

i

Miss Bara Appears as a Mexican Adventuress

v

.1

5

seventh grade
being made up
of west side students and taught
at the West Clovis building, and
the other class from all the re9t
and taught in the High School

classes for
ii two
work, one class

building.

The teachers have all been assigned. On the west side are:
B. V. Ellzey, principal; Mary
Dunlap. fifth grade; Carolyn
Parke, fourth grade; Lillian
Smith, third grade; Marguerite
Williams, second grade; Mrs.
Verda Norris Smith, first grade.
On the east side in the grades
are: Neva Odom, fifth and sixth
grades; Bernice Fry, fourth and
fifth grades; Hertha Mulhall,
Edna McKinley,
third grade;
second grade and Edna King,
first grade.
Irma Stracke, a graduate of
the Illinois State Normal Uni
versity, will teach Music and
Household

Science.

Treated The Town

The Roswell fcair

Mrs. Curies Entertains
Mrs. Bert Curless entertained
the teachers and officers of the
Primary Department of the M
Iv Church at her home Thursday afternoon in honor of Mrs.
Snyder's home coming, Superintendent of the Department.
After the social hour a ehort
business session was lu Id.
All enjoyed the dainty refreshments of brick cream, angle fond
fruit cake, served Oy the

The Southwestern Drug Company at the instance of its genial
proprietor, Mr. Duckworth relieved the thirst of the city and
all the visitors to it, Friday, by
putting his fountain at the si
of all applicants free of
Hundreds of people
c iarge.
both from iown and country
availed themselves of the generosity of the Rexall Store, ar d
imbibed the cooling beverages
that were set before them. In hostess.
Tin s' who ojoeii V h fataddition a larye number of tojs
Santa Fe Improvements
were distributed among the ality of Mrs. CurVss were
Nutf-rTate, Smith, DarThe Santa Fe is making many younger generation. The store
by.
Cramer,
Utn.ey,
appearance
Crawford,
busy
improvements at the station in sure displayed a
Johnson, Praf, Duncan, Mason,
Clovis. The new track is being during the day.
Stewart, Austin, Snyder and
built and is about half completed
Miss Gladys Rilley.
which will make four tracks in
Sold
Shop
Tailor.
front of the station.
G orge
Williams
and
li y
The end3 of thewalks are beR. 3. Medders has sold his
Smith,
two well known Clovis
ing extended East and West tailoring establishment on South
several
hundred feet with Main Street to T. M. Shaver of young men have purchased new
Young ladies
Cotfeyville brick which will Clarendon, Texas and Mr. Davis Overland
w'ni
please
tiol.iee.
take
make it convenient for the hun- of Texico. Mr. Shaver is now
dreds of passengers who change in charge of the business. Mr.
cars in Clovis daily.
Davis will move to Clovis in
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
Other improvements such as about thirty day?. The former
enlarging the passenger station proprietor will go to Oklahoma.
will soon be under way.
i

The State Live Stock and Products Expoiition will be held at
lioswell September 18 to 2o
The entries of beef cattle, dairy
cows and hogs will be especially
heavy, and the horse and sheep
department will be much larger
than h.st year.
Already a number of race
horses are in training at the
fair grounds and the races this
year will be
than ever.
clas-sie- r

I

'.ird-dame-

,

T.

Roswell Drouth Broken

Killed By Wagon
The three year old child of

The worst drouth in eleven
years in the Pecos Valley was
brought to an end Monday when
5.49 inches of rain fell in and
around Roswell.

Dave Tanner, of Hollene. was!
run over by a wagon, incurring
injuries, from which it died.
The funeral occurred last Sun
day.

"
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Miss

Stracke comes highly recom
mended in both Music and Art
and much is expected in both
departments that will be worthy
'
of praise.
Owing to the small equipment
only tenth and eleventh grade
students may elect Domestic
Science or Manual Training.
Should there not be a large class
in either, twelfth grade students
may also elect these subjects.

WILLIAM FOX

WILUAM FARNUM
IN THE BONDMAN

William i arnum

World's Most Popular Photo Play Actor.
Will Go To lostoa
W. H. Duckworth, the popular
and progressive manager of the
Drug Company,
Southwestern
which operates
the ''Rexall
Store" in thjs city, will go to
Boston Friday of next week to
attend the National Convention
of Rexall druggists. On his return he will visit a number of
the leading cities of tke north;

-I- N-

"The Bondman"
By Hall Caine
Author of "The Eternal City"
Will be presented

at the

AIRDOME Tuesday, August 22.
Greatest William Fox Feature yet produced.

The man who draws more
salary each week than the
average man draws in ten
years.
Will be presented in the
second picture under new
$070,000.00 contract.

"The Fire Man"
Saturday, August 12th
-- AT THE

..AIRDOME..

s

